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Abstract

By formulating the task of property-based molecular optimization into a neural

machine translation problem, researchers have been able to apply the Trans-

former model from the �eld of natural language processing to generate molecules

with desirable properties by making a small modi�cation to a given starting

molecule. These results verify the capability of Transformer models in capturing

the connection between properties and structural changes in molecular pairs.

However, the current research only proposes a Transformer model with �xed

parameters that can produce limit amount of optimized molecules. Additionally,

the trained Transformer model does not always successfully generate optimized

output for every molecule and desirable property constraint given. In order to

push the Transformer model into real applications where di�erent sets of desir-

able property constraints in combination of variety of molecules might need to

be optimized, these obstacles need to be overcome �rst. In this work, we present

a framework using reinforcement learning as a �ne-tuning method for the pre-

trained Transformer to induce various output and leverage the prior knowledge

of the model for a challenging data point. Our results show that, based on the def-

inition of the scoring function, the Transformer model can generate much larger

numbers of optimized molecules for a data point that is considered challenging

to the pre-trained model. Meanwhile, we also showcase the relation between the

sampling size and the e�ciency of the framework in yielding desirable outputs

to demonstrate the optimal con�guration for future users. Furthermore, we have

chemists to inspect the generated molecules and �nd that the reinforcement

learning �ne-tuning causes the catastrophic forgetting problem that leads our

model into generating unstable molecules. Through maintaining the prior knowl-

edge or applying rule-based scoring component, we demonstrate two strategies

that can successfully reduce the e�ect of catastrophic forgetting as a reference

for future research.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Drug Discovery

Drug discovery is a complex research process whose aim is to �nd compounds that can

treat disease. This process involves the identi�cation of candidates, synthesis, char-

acterization, validation, optimization, screening, and assays for therapeutic e�cacy

(Deore et al., 2019). A drug discovery cycle is often time-consuming, as it often takes

roughly 3 to 6 years for drug candidate to be identi�ed for clinical examination and

another 6 to 9 years for the drug to be created and o�cially approved. (Knoop and

Worden, 1988). Additionally, conducting research to design a new drug is expensive.

As estimated, roughly 985 million dollars is needed to create a new drug (Wouters

et al., 2020). With the advance in deep learning, many has started leveraging neural

network model’s generalization ability to facilitate drug discovery through available

data, with the purpose of cost reduction and accuracy improvement (Bush et al., 2020).

In drug discovery, compounds are �rst screened to see whether any of them can

induce bio-activity with a disease-related target. The chosen compounds are called hit

compounds. Hit compounds are further screened to lead compounds (hit to lead) based

on their therapeutic e�ectiveness to the disease. Generally, these lead compounds

require further optimization so that they can contain desirable pharmacokinetic prop-

erties, such as logD, solubility and clearance (Hughes et al., 2011), as these properties

describe the interaction of the compound with the human body and determines the

reliability of the compound. This optimization process is known as lead optimization.

Lead optimization is extremely time-consuming as the chemical space contains more

than 10
60

molecules that can potentially be used for developing drugs (Polishchuk

et al., 2013). It is often a challenging task for chemists to e�ectively select molecules

from such giant space during the process of lead optimization. With the aim to speed

up the process, several deep learning based studies have been conducted regarding

lead compound generation or optimization throughout the recent years.

Fine-tuning is a method of further training a pre-trained model with data or methods

that are related to a task. It allows the pre-trained model to incorporate previously

learned knowledge when operating the task for potentially better results. In the �eld

of drug discovery, researchers often �rst pre-trained a deep learning model that can

capture the structural information of the molecules from a subset of the vast chemical

space, before applying �ne-tuning to adjust the pre-trained model into speci�c objec-

tives to achieve lead optimization or generation. Olivecrona et al. (2017) proposes an

RNN-based generative model for molecule generation that can predict a molecular

token at each RNN step. Similar to language models, their RNN model generates molec-

ular tokens from a simple starting token, and use its own output in the previous steps

to generate more tokens until an end token is generated. Additionally, they introduce

reinforcement learning (RL) as a �ne-tuning method and adjust the pre-trained RNN

model into generating desirable output. Their RL framework consists of an agent and

a prior that are initialized as the pre-trained RNN. With agent generating output and

being �ne-tuned by RL, prior providing its own likelihood in generating the agent’s
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output as a way to penalize an over-tuned agent, and a scoring function that caters to

the project goal. Olivecrona et al. (2017)’s RL �ne-tuning framework allows the agent

to generate lead compounds that ful�ll the goal of scoring function without getting

over-tuned and forgetting the prior knowledge. As a result, they create a de-novo

(generating molecule without any given input) molecule generation model that can

be adjust through RL �ne-tuning. On the other hand, Fialkova et al. (2021) design a

generative model with an architecture of RNN based encoder-decoder model, allowing

molecule sca�old to be encoded for the decoder to propose molecular substructure

that can be attached to the sca�old and can be used for lead optimization. They also

inherit the usage of the agent and prior in their RL framework from Olivecrona et al.

(2017) to �ne-tune their decoder, enabling the decoder to generate various desirable

attachment to establish a lead candidate library containing assembled molecules from

the attachments and sca�old.

Besides the aforementioned molecule generation or modi�cation methods includ-

ing the work of Olivecrona et al. (2017) and Fialkova et al. (2021), another approach

for adjusting candidate compounds is called molecular optimization. Molecular opti-

mization is a way to create molecules with desirable properties through the change

of structure in given molecules. In fact, in the process of drug discovery, researchers

often have molecular candidates that require modi�cation for several times. Methods

like molecular optimization is extremely useful and can be applied to di�erent stages

of drug discovery to shape and adjust the molecular candidates.

Lead optimization can be carried out in the form of molecular optimization. In the

deep learning based method, a deep learning model is trained to connect the knowl-

edge of molecular properties to structures using structurally similar molecule pairs.

This approach allows researcher to feed a lead compound directly into the model

for optimization. With the success of Transformer (Transformer) in neural machine

translation in NLP �eld, J. He et al. (2021) frames the molecular optimization as a

machine translation task using Transformer, optimizing input molecule into matched

molecules that have high structure similarity to the input and elevated pharmacoki-

netic properties.

Although J. He et al. (2021)’s Transformer model has demonstrate impressive ability

for molecular optimization, it does not always yield molecules that contain desirable

properties as some starting molecules appear to be challenging for optimization. Given

that in real projects, variety of molecules might require optimization, a way to leverage

the pre-trained knowledge of the Transformer for these challenging data points is

needed. In our study, we carry the legacy of the aforementioned work. To be precise,

we combine the pre-trained Transformer model from J. He et al. (2021) with the RL

�ne-tuning framework consisting of an agent and a prior from Olivecrona et al. (2017)

to evaluate reinforcement learning’s capability in increasing pre-trained Transformer’s

generalizing ability for data points that the Transformer model previously performs

poorly. As a result, we are able to extend the coverage of the RL �ne-tuning frame-

work from the RNN generative model used for de-novo molecule generation tasks

in Olivecrona et al. (2017) that does not accept any input, into the encoder-decoder

architecture of Transformer that can generate output with the embedding of given

input

In addition to the background of this paper in the �eld of drug discovery, it is worth

mentioning the position of this paper in the line of AstraZeneca’s researches as this

study comes from the direct collaboration with AstraZeneca (therefore the mentioning
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of "in-house" in this thesis is the equivalent of "within AstraZeneca"). In fact, the

aforementioned studies all belong to AstraZeneca, including Olivecrona et al. (2017),

Fialkova et al. (2021) and J. He et al. (2021). One can consider the work of Olivecrona

et al. (2017) as the �rst study in AstraZeneca that brings the RL �ne-tuning frame-

work into an RNN generative model to construct molecules. Meanwhile, the work of

Fialkova et al. (2021) is an extension of the same RL �ne-tuning framework for an

encoder-decoder RNN that can generate molecules based on given molecular sca�olds.

This paper, on the other hand, is an attempt to create yet another extension of the

RL �ne-tuning framework for the pre-trained Transformer model of J. He et al. (2021)

for the task of molecular optimization. It lies in a parallel position to the work of

Fialkova et al. (2021) as it contains a di�erent way of creating molecules (by directly

transforming one to another) and a di�erent model architecture (Transformer) while

using the same RL framework. The novelty of this study comes from the fact that it is

the �rst combination of the RL �ne-tuning framework and the pre-trained Transformer

model for molecular optimization, which potentially allows any given molecule to

be successfully optimized regardless of how challenging the molecule is for the pre-

trained model to optimize, or any requirement to be made for the optimized molecule

as the scoring function in the RL framework can be customized based on pre-de�ned

objectives.

1.2. Reinforcement Learning in Natural Language Processing

Considering that our study, as well as other studies mentioned in Section 1.1 that

belong to AstraZeneca, use data with sequential representation of molecules to conduct

experiments on seq to seq models such as RNN and Transformers, we also aim to

o�er discussions of our study in relation to the �eld of natural language processing

(NLP) that the seq to seq models originally emerge from, so that we can widen our

contribution into covering both the topic of drug discovery and NLP.

NLP has been �ourishing in the recent years thanks to the development of neural

network architectures that are suitable for the sequential nature of human languages.

In NLP, the method of using �ne-tuning to leverage the word or token knowledge of a

pre-trained language model for a speci�c task is prevailing. For example, Transformer-

based language model BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-

ers) (Devlin et al., 2019), can be �ne-tuned using supervised learning for NLP tasks with

task related data, such as text classi�cation (Sun, Qiu, et al., 2019), relation extraction

(Eberts and Ulges, 2019), sentiment analysis (Sun, Huang, et al., 2019), and question

answering (W. Yang et al., 2019).

Traditionally, deep learning models in NLP tasks are trained using supervised learning,

where the loss of the model is calculated based on the model’s output and the ground

true label of the data set using loss function such as cross entropy loss (Hui and Belkin,

2021). Some studies have pointed out that such ways of training the NLP models

lack for a direct correspondence between loss functions and evaluation metrics. For

example, the BLEU metric for machine translation tasks in Ranzato et al. (2016) and

Wu et al. (2018). RL, on the other hand, by providing rewards based on the model’s

output that can incentive certain behavior of the model (Sutton and Barto, 2018), allows

researchers to use the result of evaluation metrics as rewards to train the model. As

a result, the training objective becomes coherent to the model’s evaluation metrics.

However, RL’s weakness lies in its high variance in the trained models’ parameters as

di�erent model output can yield di�erent rewards that lead the model into di�erent
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training path (Cheng et al., 2019). The common way of incorporating RL into the

training of the model is to consider it as a �ne-tuning method for a pre-trained model,

so that the model can start from a reasonable parameter space and generate sensible

output that can be guided easily by RL (Uc-Cetina et al., 2021).

There are many examples where RL is used as a way to introduce the evaluation

metrics for the �ne-tuning objective. The motivation comes from that the pre-trained

model holds prior knowledge that are enough for the model to generate reasonable

and readable text for a particular NLP task, and that RL is considered as a tool to

manipulate such prior knowledge to a certain degree that the model can generate

output that are tailored for the evaluation metrics. For example, Wu et al. (2018) uses

BLEU score as the RL reward together with the loss from supervised learning to train

a Transformer (Transformer) model for the neural machine translation (NMT) task. In

particular, they consider the output as actions taken by the model from the concept of

RL, and use the BLEU metric that serves as rewarding function to evaluate the actions

(output sequences) of the model. By doing so, the RL framework can encourage the

model to generate output with higher BLEU scores. Similarly, Ranzato et al. (2016)

use BLEU and ROGUE metrics to calculate RL rewards to �ne-tuned a pre-trained

RNN model (Elman, 1990), so that they can incorporate the metrics that the model is

evaluated on into the process of �ne-tuning the model for tasks including machine

translation, image captioning and text summarization. On the other hand, with the

development of the language model GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2018) which can generate

coherent texts based on the given paragraph, Ziegler et al. (2019a) �ne-tune their

GPT-2 model for text generating tasks including continuous writing in positive sen-

timent or physical description and abstractive text summarization. They �rst train

their reward function using human feedback on the output generated from GPT-2

so that such reward function learns to simulate how human evaluates the GPT-2,

and use such reward function in the RL framework to �ne-tuned the pre-trained

model into generating output that are evaluated positively by the reward function. As

the results, the �ne-tuned GPT-2 learns to generate output that are considered with

positive emotion, descriptive texts or quality summary depending on the task objective.

It is important to note that the aforementioned NLP studies that use RL as a �ne-

tuning method share the usage of RL similar to the one in our study. Although they

are only brie�y introduced in this section, the further details of these studies together

with their connection to our study are further discussed in Section 5.2.

Considering that majority of NLP tasks deal with sequential input and output, ap-

plications involving the processing of sequential data can also be bene�ted from the

experiment setup and models that are commonly used for NLP. In fact, the RL �ne-

tuning framework of Ziegler et al. (2019a)’s work, and Olivecrona et al. (2017)’s work

that our RL �ne-tuning framework is based on, are both inspired from the work of

Jaques et al. (2016), where the RNN based generative models for both melody sequence

and molecule sequence are �ne-tuned using RL with a prior model participating in

the loss calculation to maintain the agent’s prior knowledge. The successful cases of

the similar RL �ne-tuning framework to be used on seq-to-seq models in di�erent

research �elds including NLP, drug discovery, and music implies that there is a degree

of transferability for deep learning techniques designed for sequential tasks regardless

of the research �eld.
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1.3. Research Goals

Our goal is to further improve the generalizing ability of J. He et al. (2021)’s Trans-

former model’s to any given data point through RL �ne-tuning, study the e�ect of

RL in relation to the results, and provide time reference for future users. Additionally,

we aim to connect our experiment with the machine translation task that our ap-

proach to molecular optimization is based on; through the discussion of the similarity

and di�erence between the two tasks we can contribute our �ndings to the �eld of NLP.

Particularly, based on our research goal, we aim to answer the following research

questions:

1. Can the use of RL �ne-tuning help improve the result of the pre-trained Trans-

former model for data points that it previously had di�culty performing molec-

ular optimization on? Speci�cally, will the number of the output molecules that

are structurally similar to the input and have desirable properties increase after

the RL �ne-tuning is applied?

2. Can the use of RL �ne-tuning can improve the Transformer model’s creativity,

in terms of generating novel structural changes that are not included in the

pre-training data set?

3. How does the con�guration of the RL framework a�ect the speed of the �ne-

tuning process?

4. Are there potential issues in the generated molecules that are resulted from

the use of RL �ne-tuning? And how can these issues be addressed through

approaches based on the RL framework?

5. What are the connection that can be drawn between this study and the ones in

the NLP �eld?

Though this study can be seen as an extension of the work of J. He et al. (2021), it is

important to note that in our experimental set-up, the optimized molecules are no

longer collected from a model with �xed parameters as the one used in J. He et al.

(2021). In fact, through the use of RL �ne-tuning, for each �ne-tuning step, output that

are predicted from ever-changing parameters of the Transformer is collected.

There are variety of molecular properties that can potentially be used for examining

the e�ect of our molecular optimization task. We aim to choose the properties that

are universally crucial in the process of drug discovery, so that our framework can

be applied to diverse projects. Additionally, we also select properties based on the

ones that can be accurately evaluated using available tools to ensure our experimental

results are valid. As a result, we choose LogD, Clint and Solubility as the three prop-

erties that our Transformer model should learn to optimize for the input molecule.

Particularly, Since chemists must evaluate these three properties in the process of

drug discovery regardless of the project goal (Mandlik et al., 2016), (Papadatos et al.,

2010), we can maximize the contribution to the drug discovery �eld by conducting

research based on them. Meanwhile, in AstraZeneca, there exist abundance of data

for the three properties based on empirical studies, as well as the property evaluation

models (K. Yang et al., 2019) that are trained using the data and can correctly predict

the value of these properties for given molecules.

Here we introduce the properties that are chosen in our experiment:
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LogD - LogD is a coe�cient that re�ects compound’s distribution between lipophilic

and lipophobic phases. It is commonly used to describe the lipophilicity of small

molecules. Lipophilicity refers to the ability of a compound to mix with oil rather than

water. Compared to lipophobic compounds, lipophilic compounds can permeate cell

membranes easily, which relates to the bioavailability of a compound in the digest

system such as gastrointestinal tract.

Clint - Clint, which is used interchangeably with "clearance" in this paper, refers to

intrinsic clearance, the intrinsic ability of the liver to remove drug without considering

other factors such as blood �ow or protein binding (Yartsev, 2017).

Solubility - Solubility, the phenomenon of dissolution of solute in solvent to give

a homogeneous system. Low aqueous solubility is the major problem encountered

with formulation development of new chemical entities as well as for the generic

development. More than 40% NCEs (new chemical entities) developed in pharmaceu-

tical industry are practically insoluble in water. Solubility is a major challenge for

formulation scientist (Savjani et al., 2012).

To compare di�erent experiments conducted in this paper, we de�ne an ideal result as

follows:

• Generated molecules should be structurally similar to the input molecule.

• Generated molecules should have desirable pharmacokinetic properties.

• The number of generated molecules that �t to the �rst two criteria should be as

large as possible.

With above guidelines, our contribution lies in investigating the performance of RL

�ne-tuning for pre-trained Transformer in terms of generating more desirable output,

the examination of the relation between RL con�guration and the quality of the output,

and mechanisms to prevent unwanted results that stem from RL �ne-tuning.
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2. Theory

2.1. Transformer

Transformer model (Transformer) is a sequence to sequence model that utilizes multi-

head self-attention mechanism to process the relation between each token in the input

sequence. Unlike the RNN model that is also designed for sequence to sequence tasks,

the self-attention mechanism can prevent the Transformer model from the problem of

gradient vanishing that RNN usually face when processing lengthy sequences. Trans-

former also does not process data sequentially in the way RNN does, which allows

more room for parallelization for faster training.

A Transformer model is a encoder-decoder based architecture where both the en-

coder and decoder part of the model contain several identical layers stacking up

together. Figure 2.1 demonstrate the detailed architecture of the Transformer model.

In the section, we will start from the input embedding, step by step discussing the

each component of the Transformer model.

2.1.1. Input Embedding

For input sequences such as sentences of a particular language to be processed within

the Transformer network, they have to go through two initial steps. One is token

embedding, where each token in a sentence is encoded into an embedding space as a

vector with pre-de�ned number of dimensions. Another one is positional encoding,

where the position of each token is encoded into a vector with the same number

of dimensions as the token embedding. As a result, each token in a sequence has

two vector representations. The two vectors are added together to form the token’s

�nal input embedding. And sequences of input embedding are passed to the main

encoder-decoder structure of Transformer for further processing.

Token Embedding

Input sequence are �rst tokenized into a list of tokens. For example, the sequence "Hello

world!" would be tokenized into ["Hello", "world", "!"]. Then, based on a vocabulary that

maps all possible tokens into indices, the tokenized sequences are transformed into a

index list. The generated index list is then passed to a token embedding layer whose

parameters are trained together with the rest of the model to create token embeddings

with pre-de�ned number dimenions 3model. Ideally, once the token embedding layer is

properly trained, the generated token embedding is able to carry the token’s linguistic

information that are crucial for the model’s objective.

Positional Encoding

Word order is a crucial information for a reader to understand a sentence. The same

goes for machine learning models that deal with natural languages. For sequential

models such as RNN or LSTM (Elman, 1990) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), the

input sequences are processed step by step or token by token. Such iterative nature

allows the position of the input tokens to be taken account for the model’s objective.
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Figure 2.1.: Transformer Architecture (Transformer).

Transformer, on the other hand, utilizes a multihead self-attention mechanism that

allows tokens in every position to be run in parallel, achieving higher training speed

than recurrent models. Since each tokens are processed in parallel, the Transformer

model does not have information about the order or position of the tokens.

To incorporate positional information into the input of Transformer, Transformer
uses Equation 2.1 to encode the position of the token in position C into a vector

−→
?C .

−→
?C
(8) = PE(C, 8) =

{
sin (l: · C) , for 8 even

cos (l: · C) , for 8 odd

(2.1)

where

l: =
1

10000
2:/3<>34;

, : =

{
8/2, for 8 even

(8 − 1)/2, for 8 odd

Essentially, given the position of a token C , the value for 8-th dimension of the position

vector
−→
?C can be created through the position encoding function %�. And as mentioned

in Section 2.1.1, the dimension of
−→
?C is the same as token embedding’s dimension3model.

The motivation behind designing the position encoding function as a sinusoidal func-

tion is that it allows any position number to be inferable as the sinusoid is repetitive,
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which is bene�cial when the model encounter sequence that are lengthier than the

training sequence. Another reason is that the vectors for position C and position C + q
share a linear relation as illustrated in Equation 2.2, allowing the position vector to

carry relative relations with other positions (Kazemnejad, 2019a).

".

[
sin (l: · C)
cos (l: · C)

]
=

[
sin (l: · (C + q))
cos (l: · (C + q))

]
(2.2)

where

"q,: =

[
cos (l: · q) sin (l: · q)
− sin (l: · q) cos (l: · q)

]
Lastly, the encoded positional vectors are summed with the token embeddings to

form the input of the model as mentioned in Section 2.1.1. Note that only the token

embedding layer is trained together with the rest of the model, the positional encoding

equation remains the same throughout the training.

2.1.2. A�ention

The attention mechanism is the key component that makes Transformer di�erent from

other seq-to-seq models such as RNN and LSTM. For recurrent model such as RNN and

LSTM, there exists a problem of vanishing gradient when predicting the next token of

a long sequence, as the remote tokens slowly lose their information throughout the

recurrent steps. Another issue is that recurrent models are slow to train, because the

recurrent architecture requires to be computed through a loop that goes through each

token. On the contrary, attention mechanism calculates the dependency of tokens

within a sequence simultaneously regardless of the length of the sequence, preventing

the issue of vanishing gradients. It also allows parallel training, which is friendly for

the graphics processing unit to execute the training.

Attention works as a scoring system that rates the importance of each given to-

kens in regard to a given token, as the result, for each token in the sequence, the

relation between itself and the other tokens can be extracted and stored as a vector,

which can be used for model’s objective. Speci�cally, a query & , key  and value +

are extracted for the input embedding - of each tokens through multiplication of the

weight matrices,&
,,  

and,+
whose parameters are learned through training.

Equation 2.3 demonstrates the multiplication process. Note that, from Section 2.1.1,

we know that an input embedding - for a token has dimension 3<>34; , the dimension

of & ,  and + is of a smaller number 3: after the multiplication of matrices,&
,,  

and,+
. The reason is elaborated in Section 2.1.2.

& = -,&

 = -,  

+ = -,+

(2.3)

The concept of query, key and value is originated from the �eld of retrieval system,

where a given query is used to match all possible keys to achieve a score, and based on

the score, each value that is related to a key is discounted. The number of the discounted

value represents the level of desirability for the query. In the case of Transformer

for NMT, the aim of attention mechanism is to mix the input embedding for each

token in some way that each embedding contains a certain degree of information

from other embeddings if they are deemed related by the model. Some rather intuitive

examples include the embedding of a noun containing the information of the adjective

that modi�es it, or an embedding of a pronoun might contain the information of the
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entity that it refers to after being processed by the attention mechanism. The attention

function for given & and  -+ pairs can be seen in Equation 2.4, where the division of

the square root of dimension 3: leads to stabler gradient.

Attention (&, ,+ ) = so�max

(
& 
√
3:

)
+ (2.4)

Assuming we have a sequence of input embedding - = {-1, -2, ..., -;−1, -; } where

; is the max length of the sequence. The attention mechanism can mix the infor-

mation between each embedding and construct a new embedding sequence / =

{/1, /2, ..., /;−1, /; }, where /8 is a vector summation of all the results coming from

attention mechanism fed with &8 with all the other  -+ pair. When  and + are con-

structed from the same source as & , the attention mechanism is called self-attention

because the query & is used for matching with other tokens in its own sequence.

However, there are cases where  and + are constructed from a di�erent source than

& , which is discussed in Section 2.1.4.

Multi-Head A�ention

In fact, the Transformer designed by Transformer utilizes a attention mechanism

called multi-head attention. Essentially, what it means is that there are ℎ number of

attention mechanism (attention heads) processing the input embedding simultaneously.

Indeed, each of the weight matrices,&
,,  

and,+
also has ℎ copies to transform

the input embedding into di�erent attention heads. And these weight matrices learn

independently throughout training.

The reason of having multiple attention heads is that it allows di�erent dependency

or relation of the token to be extracted. Each attention head can focus on certain

type of connection between tokens and perform the mixing of embedding accordingly.

From the perspective of having di�erent set of weight matrices ,&
, ,  

and ,+

for each attention head, these randomly initialized weight matrices can project the

input embedding into di�erent representation subspaces, allowing di�erent type of

information to be processed in each attention head.

From the attention description in Section 2.4, we know that the generated embedding

of the input sequence is / = {/1, /2, ..., /;−1, /; }. Due to multihead attention, there are

ℎ number of vectors being generated {/����1
, /����2

, ..., /����ℎ } to represent a /8 .

Finally, they are concatenated together and multiplied by another learnable weight

matrix,$
to create the �nal output of multi-head attention for token -8 , as shown in

equation 2.5

Multi-Head Attention =
[
Z����1

Z����2
· · · Z����ℎ

]
, ◦ (2.5)

Note that for each /8 , the dimension is 3: . Since there are ℎ heads that produces

/8 , the concatenation has dimension 3: ∗ ℎ and the matrix,$
does not change the

dimension of the concatenation. There are also studies where 3: has equal dimension

to 3<>34; and that,$
projects 3: ∗ℎ back down to 3<>34; . In the work of Transformer,

3: ∗ ℎ = 3model, making the total computational cost for multi-head attention the same

as a single-head attention using &, ,+ with dimension 3model.

2.1.3. Encoder

The encoder layer can be seen in Figure 2.1. The purpose of encoder in the task of

NMT is to map the input sequence of the source language into a representation space,
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so that it becomes meaningful for the decoder to decode the representation into the

target language. An encoder layer is consisted of two sublayers, the �rst being a

multihead attention layer and the second is a positional-wise fully connected feed

forward network. The feed forward network can be de�ned as Equation 2.6.

FFN(G) = max (0, G,1 + 11),2 + 12 (2.6)

where G is the embedding produced from multihead attention.,1 is a matrix of dimen-

sion 3model × 35 5 . The activation function for the �rst linear transformation G,1 + 11
is ReLU (Hahnloser et al., 2000), as shown with the element-wise max function. The

,2 is of 35 5 × 3model dimension, which changes the dimension back to 3model.

Additionally, residual connections (K. He et al., 2016) are applied to both the multi-head

attention and the feed forward network layers. Given each input G8 , the output ~8 can

be calculate using Equation 2.7 where 9 is the vector element index. The (D1;0~4A

represents the function of a particular layer such as multi-head attention and the feed

forward network and =token symbols the number of tokens in the input sequence.

(~8) 9 =
(G8 + Sublayer (G8)) 9 − ` 9

f 9
(2.7)

where

` 9 =
1

=token

=token∑
8=1

(G8 + Sublayer (G8)) 9

f 9 =

√√
1

=token

=token∑
8=1

(
(G8 + Sublayer (G8)) 9 − ` 9

)
2

(2.8)

Essentially, within the residual connection, layer normalization is performed to reduce

training time (L. J. Ba et al., 2016), as represented with �33&#>A< in Figure 2.1.

Note that multiple layers of encoder layer are implemented in Transformer, the number

of the layers are represented as # . The input sequences are transformed into input

embedding through token embedding and positional encoding and enter the �rst layer

of encoder. Then the rest of the layers are stacked together, taking the output from

last layer and process accordingly.

2.1.4. Decoder

Once the encoder has processed the input sequence, the sequence of embedding is

passed to decoder for generating output. Similar to the encoder, the decoder also

consists of # layers of the decoder layer stacked together. The di�erence between a

decoder layer and a encoder layer is, an extra masked multihead attention layer is

added in the beginning of the decoder layer, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

During training, the masked multihead attention layer is used for processing the

target sequence in training set. It can mask out the tokens in the target sequence

beyond the location that the model is currently predicting, so that it does not take

future tokens into account. The masking can simultaneously take every point of the

target sequence as its starting point, allowing the model to predict the next token

from every position of the target sequence in the same time for fast training. On the

other hand, when Transformer is used for inference, the decoder layer has to �rst take

in a start token, predict the next token and feed it back to the bottom of the decoder

stack to predict yet another future token in an iterative manner, similar to the decoder
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of RNN (while maintaining the advantage of parallel processing of the tokens from

attention mechanism). Consequently, the masking is not needed for inference.

The output of masked multihead attention is then passed into a multihead atten-

tion to construct the query & . Note that in this layer, key  and value + both come

from the output of the encoder, so that it allows the model to decode based on the

already predicted tokens and the source sequence.

In total, within a decoder layer, there are three sub-layers, including a masked multi-

head attention, a multi-head attention and a feed forward network. The masked

multihead attention in the �rst decoder stack takes in the target sequence input em-

bedding when used for training, or the already predicted sequence embedding when

used for inference. And the ones on other stacks take in the output from the previous

stack. Additionally, the multi-head attention in all stacks collect their  and + from

the encoder output. And similar to the sub-layers in the encoder, each sub-layers in the

decoder is wrapped within the residual connection for the performance of the model.

2.1.5. Transformer for Molecular Optimization

Prior to the use of Transformer, the major neural network architectures for NMT

task include RNN seq2seq and RNN seq2seq with attention. Essentially, the three

architectures share the same concept, which is to have a encoder part to encode the

information of the source language sentence, and a decoder part that can decode the

information into the target language. As mentioned in Section 2.1, RNN seq2seq model

faces the problem of gradient vanishing as the input sequence becomes lengthy. Its

decoder relies on only the embedding output from the last RNN step in the encoder

to perform the prediction. As a result, the decoder might struggle to capture the in-

formation from the early steps of the encoder. To solve the bottleneck that comes

from relying only the last step output of encoder for prediction, RNN seq2seq with

attention is introduced. In the RNN seq2seq with attention architecture, each pre-

diction step involves computing the importance of every embedding in the encoder

through attention and combining the weighted embedding of all encoder step with

the current decoder embedding for the next token prediction, as a way to prevent the

gradient vanishing problem. The Transformer on the other hand, achieves better NMT

performance compared to the aforementioned RNN based architectures by abandoning

the recurrent way of processing tokens, allowing more room of parallelization to fuel

its complex architecture.

For the Transformer model to perform on an NMT task, we have a training data

set that consists of sequences of source language and their corresponding translation

in target language. We train the model by feeding the source language sequences into

it and compute the loss using the model’s output and the target language sequences.

For our experiment, we de�ne our task as molecular optimization, where the goal is to

�nd molecules that have desirable pharmaceutical properties and are also structurally

similar to a given molecule. In this case, the training set consists of matched molecule

pairs (MMPs) (J. He et al., 2021) with one molecule serving as the source and another

one as the target. The molecules are represented in a molecular structure language

called SMILES. The followings are the description of MMP and SMILES, as well as the

concept of R group which is crucial for the de�nition of MMP in this study.

SMILES - The simpli�ed molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) (Weininger,
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1988) is a method for representing chemical structure in a sequence form. It covers the

atoms, bonds and other structural information through a list of symbols. Figure 2.2

showcases how a compound is represented in SMILES sequence. The sequential nature

of SMILES is similar to natural language in written form, allowing us to utilize models

that are designed for natural language processing (NLP) for molecular optimization.

The Transformer, in particular, is the NLP model we choose to explore in this paper.

For a more detailed explanation on the components, construction and tokenization of

SMILES sequences, please refer to Appendix A.

Figure 2.2.: A molecule can be represented with SMILES sequence.

RGroup - R group refers to the changed parts of a molecule in the process of molecular

optimization. For a source molecule in molecular optimization, R group means the

group of atoms that are about to experience change. For a target molecule, R group

covers the atoms that the source molecule’s R group transforms into. Note that if

the change happens to a continuous part of a molecule, the entire changed part is

considered as one R group. For changes that scatter across di�erent parts of a molecule,

each of them can be considered as one R group.

MMP - Matched molecular pair (MMP) (Kelder et al., 2004) refers to two molecules

that di�er in only one chemical transformation (J. He et al., 2021), meaning they share

a single R group. In this sense, the changed part within the pair is contiguous, as

opposed to locating separately. In the pipeline of drug discovery, ideal chemicals for a

disease target are �rst selected and needed to be optimized for optimal pharmaceutical

properties. Often time chemists do not want to change the structure of these chemicals

too much during the optimization process as the optimized molecules might lose their

abilities in binding with the disease target. The concept of MMP is thus essential in

molecular optimization, as we hope that the optimized molecules can be structurally

similar enough to be considered as MMP with the original molecule. Note that, the

de�nition of "having a single R group" is not enough to guarantee the molecules in

MMP to share strong structural similarity as the single R group can cover as wide

as an entire molecule (meaning the whole molecule is changed). In our experiment,

we will specify that the R group in MMP should be below a certain percentage of the

entire molecular structure to ensure the similarity between the molecules in MMP.

With the training set prepared in Section 3.1, we prepared a training set where the

sources (for the input) are SMILES attached with a property constraint token that

indicates the kind of property change we want our model to apply to the SMILES, and

the target consisting of SMILES representations that possess the desirable properties.
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In typical NMT task, two di�erent vocabularies are used. One is for the tokeniza-

tion of the source language, and another one is for the target language. Often time, the

tokenzier for NMT tasks is word-based or sub-word based, meaning that for each word

or each sub-word there would be a token. Molecular optimization task is similar to the

NMT task as they both use discrete inputs, with one being the word token and another

one is the SMILES token, making the NMT method transferable. For our molecular

optimization task, since the input and output are both SMILES sequences, only one

vocabulary is needed. Additionally, since SMILES sequence only contains atoms and

their structural information represented through symbols, the vocabulary based on

SMILES is signi�cantly smaller than the natural language word base vocabulary. In

fact, together with the property constraint tokens, there are only 102 unique tokens in

the vocabularies for our experiment. An example of the format for input and output

in our experiments can be seen in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3.: A demonstration of how the Transformer model perform molecular optimiza-

tion. In training phase, the source and target molecules come from a pair of

matched molecule where their structures are similar to each other. The source

molecule’s SMILES is concatenated with property change between source and

target molecules so that the model can learn the relation between molecular

properties and structure. In inference phase, the property constraint represents

the property change we want to apply to the source molecule.

2.2. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a �eld of machine learning that aims to train a model to

make intelligent decisions based on the ever changing situation (Hammoudeh, 2018).

The model that is trained in the RL framework is called an agent. The training process

of RL is often game-like, involving the agent taking actions as the response to the

current situation (or "state" in the concept of RL) and receiving rewards based on the
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actions. The goal of the training is to teach the agent to take actions that can maximize

the total rewards within the given rounds of interaction with the environment (Sutton

and Barto, 2018).

Similar to the rules in games, the reward strategy for agent’s actions is often man-made

and serves as the only clue for the agent to solve the game (obtain as many rewards as

possible) (Hu et al., 2019). The guideline that the agent follows when taking actions is

called "policy". Often time, the policy in the beginning of the RL training is random,

meaning that the agent has to take actions randomly (Houthooft et al., 2018). As the

training proceed, the agent gets to explore the connection between the its actions, the

received rewards and the change of the states, and tune the policy accordingly.

The biggest di�erence between RL and other machine learning theories such as su-

pervised learning and unsupervised learning is that the training process is dynamic,

meaning that the object or the state (as opposed to the subject which is the model

being trained) is always changing depending on the behavior of the subject (Sutton

and Barto, 2018). For example, in the case of games, every action that the player take

will change the state of the game, such as killing a enemy will lead to less enemies

presented to the player, or moving a chess will change the layout of the chessboard

that might put the player in a more advantage or disadvantage situation. Similarly,

the advantage of RL comes from that it is designed in a way to properly solve the

sequential decision problems (Sutton and Barto, 2018), where the challenges that the

agent face change based on agent’s previous actions to a given state. In addition, the

decision of the agent in RL is evaluated through the rewarding system, preventing the

need of the human supervision that required massive labelled data (Kaelbling et al.,

1996).

RL can be combined with deep learning, which creates a sub-�eld within RL called

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) (François-Lavet et al., 2018). In DRL, agents usu-

ally refer to the neural network models that are being trained. The parameters within

the neural network model symbolize the policy that the agent’s action is based on

when encountering di�erent states that are represented as the model input. DRL is

particularly useful when there is a high-dimensional state space in the task, where

neural networks are required to e�ectively construct a policy that respond to any

potential given states (Mnih et al., 2013). In the scenario of our molecular optimiza-

tion task, every token generated from the model can be considered as the state that

the model is in for generating the next token. As the generated sequences become

longer, the possible permutations of the tokens become exponentially bigger, resulting

in a massive state space that required the use of DRL. Particularly, in the studies

for molecule generation models such as the work of Olivecrona et al. (2017) and Fi-

alkova et al. (2021) in AstraZeneca, REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) DRL algorithm has

been proven to be e�ective for �ne-tuning the pre-trained neural network models

to generate desirable output. As a result, we inherit the same DRL algorithm for the

�ne-tuning of our pre-trained Transformer model. In this section, we are going to �rst

introduce our framework of RL; then we will discuss the concept and mathematics of

the REINFORCE in the context of our experiment.

2.2.1. Prior & Agent

Our pre-trained Transformer model can be bene�ted from RL in the similar way as

reinvent (Olivecrona et al., 2017) as mentioned in Section 1.3. In Olivecrona et al.

(2017), the prior model contains knowledge in generating valid molecular sequences,
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while our pre-trained Transformer contains knowledge about the connection between

matched molecule pairs as well as the molecular syntax. We aim to see if RL method

can also help with our Transformer model in the molecular optimization task.

In the beginning of the RL process, two identical pre-trained Transformer models are

prepared. One serves as the prior with its parameters locked throughout the training

steps, and is involved in the process of loss calculation for the agent. The other one

serves as the agent, who is in charge of generating optimized molecules. In every

RL step, the scores of the agent’s output are collected through the scoring function

which consists of a series of scoring components that serve as feedback for the output

in di�erent aspects. Additionally, only the output with valid molecular structure are

evaluated in scoring function to produce scores in the range [0, 1], the rest are given

a score of 0. Meanwhile, the output are also passed through a diversity �lter which

halves the scores of the molecules that have been generated previously in the experi-

ment to promote model’s ability in generating diverse output. The extracted scores

are then used for �ne-tuning the agent so that the agent can become more focused in

producing molecules that contain desirable properties for a speci�c input. Meanwhile,

the generated molecules are saved to a molecule memory that can be further examined

after the experiment. A thorough illustration about our RL framework can be seen in

Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4.: An illustration of a reinforcement learning step for our experiment. The agent

first produces the output � and its log likelihood for such output log % (�)A. � is

then sent to molecule memory for recording, scoring function to produce score

(2>A4 (�) and the prior to collect the prior model’s log likelihood log % (�)?A8>A .
Eventually, (2>A4 (�), log % (�)A and log % (�)?A8>A are used for loss calculation

to produce loss to update the agent. Note that, both the agent and the prior

are initially the copies of pre-trained Transformer, so they are identical in the

very beginning and only the agent changes throughout fine-tuning. Molecule

memory collects generated molecules in each step for result analysis and provides

information on the stored molecules so that diversity filter can halve the score of

the repetitive molecules. The input remains the same across all fine-tuning steps.

The detail of the mathematics and the scoring function will be discussed in the

following sections.

2.2.2. Mathematical Background

Similar to Olivecrona et al. (2017), our RL algorithm follows a deep reinforcement

learning algorithm called REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) which belongs to the category
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of policy gradient (Sutton et al., 1999). It is a on-policy algorithm as the actions deter-

mined by the agent’s policy are sampled and used for improving itself in contrast to the

o�-policy algorithm where the policy for decision making and the policy for selecting

the sample for updating are di�erent. Meanwhile, the policy is also a stochastic policy

where it o�ers a probabilistic distribution across all possible actions for an agent to

take. The detailed representation of our model in the context of REINFORCE is listed

below:

Agent - Agent is in charge of taking the action in an RL setup. In our case, the

agent is our Transformer model.

Policy c - Policy is the the guideline our agent follows to decide its action. It considers

the current state that the agent is in and calculates probabilities for actions that can

be taken in that state. It is denoted as c (\ ) where \ is the parameter of the policy. The

neural network in our Transformer model can serve as the policy in this experiment,

with its parameter being updated constantly to perform better output.

State ( - In RL, a state describes all information relevant to the current situation.

The agent changes the state it is in through actions. In our experiment, a state refers

to the generated SMILES tokens up until the current sequence location.

Action � - As mentioned above, action is the decided by policy through the input

of the current state. In our experiment, an action refers to the selection of the next

SMILES token in the output process. The number of potential actions is equal to the

number of tokens in the model’s vocabulary.

Reward ' - In RL, reward is provided when agent move from certain state to an-

other. The reward collected through a run of RL is used for incentivizing the change of

the policy parameter based on the selected RL algorithm. Although, often time, reward

is given as the agent’s state changes, in our case, the reward is only given when the

agent has �nished generating a token (reaching the ending token) because it is only

sensible to score based on a complete molecular sequence in our experiment.

Time ) - In our experiment, time refers to the time point or time step within the

process of generating a SMILES sequence. A token represents a time point. To avoid

confusion from Step we introduced below, we refer to time as time or time point in

this paper.

Episode - In RL, if there is a clear end state that the agent can move to, the whole

process of the agent from the starting state to the end state at time ) is called episode.

In our case, an episode refers to the process of our model generating a complete

SMILES sequence.

Trajectory g- A trajectory refers to all the states, rewards and actions that the agent

experiences in an episode. g = (B0, 00, A0, · · · , B)−1, 0)−1, A)−1, B) )

Return� - Return refers to the cumulative reward that our agent will receive from the

current time to the end of the episode. In our experiment, the reward for our generated

SMILES sequence is only given at the last time point when the sequence is completed,

meaning that for any given time point C the return � (C) is always the same.

Step - From the perspective of �ne-tuning, each episode can be also called a step.
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An RL experiment consists of a certain number of steps for �ne-tuning the model. For

each step, our model gets a return and calculates the gradient based on the de�ned

equation to adjust its parameters for producing more desirable output.

Objective Function

The goal of the policy gradient algorithm is to maximize the expected return, which

is also the objective function, through the change of the agent policy’s parameter \ .

An expected return can be formulated as the product of the models probability % in

producing a trajectory g and the reward ' it receives. The objective function is as

below:

� (\ ) = E[
)−1∑
C=0

('(BC , 0C ) | c\ ] =
∑
g

% (g ;\ )'(g)

The derivative of the above function is:

∇\ � (\ ) =
)−1∑
C=0

∇\ logc\ (0C | BC )�C

As mentioned above in Reward section, the output sequence only receives one reward

when the whole sequence is generated, meaning that the reward in every step before

the last one equals zero. Consequently, for each step C the cumulative return �C is

always the same. If we denote the sequence of actions (or generated tokens) in one

complete SMILES as �, then for each step �C will be � (�), allowing us to modify the

derivative into:

∇\ � (\ ) =
)−1∑
C=0

∇\ logc\ (0C | BC )� (�)

Notice that the

∑)−1
C=0 logc\ (0C | BC ) is the likelihood of the agent generating the whole

sequence �, so it can be rewritten as log % (�)A, making the equation as:

∇\ � (\ ) = ∇\ log % (�)A� (�)

The algorithm is performed in a gradient ascent manner because we want to maximize

the objective function � (\ ). Consequently, the above derivative is added to the existing

agent parameters (policy parameters) discounted by a learning rate. By doing so, the

agent model will learn to generate sequences that can collect high rewards. The detail

of how the reward is designed is described in Section 2.2.3.

Return Definition

To evaluate whether the molecular sequence � generated by the agent ful�ll the

desirable properties, we have a scoring function (2>A4 that provides the reward

(2>A4 (�) ∈ [0, 1]. Meanwhile, we do not want the RL method cause our pre-trained

model leaning towards the objective of scoring function too much and experience

catastrophic learning where it start to loss its prior knowledge. We therefore combines

the likelihood of the prior log % (�)%A 8>A in generating the agent’s output into the

reward to serve as an anchor point to prevent the agent from generating output that

are very unlikely for the prior. We also supplement the reward (2>A4 (�) from score

function with a manual con�guration f so that (2>A4 (�) and log % (�)%A 8>A share

similar magnitude and can both achieve impact for agent �ne-tuning. The combination
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of the reward is denoted as augmented likelihood log % (�)U through the following

equation:

log % (�)U = log % (�)%A 8>A + f(2>A4 (�)

Next, to anchor the agent to the combined reward, we can calculate the squared

euclidean distance between log % (�)U and agent’s output likelihood log % (�)A and

achieve as the below reward form:

[log % (�)U − log % (�)A]2

The above equation represents the agreement between log % (�)U and log % (�)A. Lastly,

we want to plug this reward into our objective function � (\ ). And as mentioned in

Section 2.2.2, the reward of a output sequence is only collected at the last time point of

the model generating the SMILES sequence. We can directly see the reward as return

� (�) and get the objective function:

� (\ ) = log % (�)A� (�) = log % (�)A [log % (�)U − log % (�)A]2

However, we want our algorithm to directly compute the derivative for [log % (�)U −
log % (�)A]2 and update the model accordingly, we divide the combined reward with

log % (�)A to cancel the multiplication of log % (�)A in � (\ ). Since the division using

log % (�)A changes the sign of the original value, we negate the value to recover the

sign and achieve the �nal form of reward which is also the return � (�) as below:

� (�) = − [log % (�)U − log % (�)A]
2

log % (�)A

And the objective function � (\ ) becomes as:

� (\ ) = log % (�)A� (�) = −[log % (�)U − log % (�)A]2

The objective function � (\ ) is meant to be maximized through gradient ascent as

mentioned in Section 2.2.2. We can negate the � (\ ) and use it as the objective function

for gradient descent in common neural network library such as pytorch, thus the

objective function for gradient descent purpose  (\ ) can be written us:

 (\ ) = −� (\ ) = [log % (�)U − log % (�)A]2

2.2.3. Scoring Components and Diversity Filter

The scoring function contains several weighted scoring components that evaluate

di�erent properties of the generated molecules. Each component can produce a com-

ponent score within range [0, 1]. The weighted product of all component scores is

passed through a diversity �lter that halves its value if the generated molecules are

found in previous steps. The result yields a �nal score which is also in the range of

[0, 1], and represents the outcome of (2>A4 (�) mentioned in Section 2.2.2.

Scoring Components

Scoring components including clearance, solubility, and logD utilize transformation
functions to convert raw property values into score range [0, 1]. The rest two other

scoring components used in this paper are MMP and Custom Alert. MMP only pro-

vides score of 1 when the generated molecules and the source molecule can be consid-

ered as MMPs, and the structural part that’s been changed (R group) covers less than a

de�ned percentage of the starting molecule, else the score is zero. And Custom Alert
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Scoring Component Description

Clearance
Based on a selected transformation function, it provides a score to

induce model to generate molecules with ideal clearance value.

Solubility
Based on a selected transformation function, it provides a score to

induce model to generate molecules with ideal solubility value.

logD
Based on a selected transformation function, it provides a score to

induce model to generate molecules with ideal logD value.

MMP
Based on a given percentage as its parameter, it provides score of 1

when the structural change from the source molecule to output is

below that percentage, else 0.

Custom Alert
Based on given rules about SMILES syntax or molecular structure,

it provides score of 1 when the output obey all the rules, else 0.

Table 2.1.: All the scoring components that are used in this paper and their description.

allows user to de�ne several SMILES syntax rules or rules for realistic molecules, and

provides score of 1 when the generated SMILES follows the rule and zero otherwise.

Table 2.1 describes all the scoring components used in this paper.

For scoring components that can evaluate the output’s molecular properties including

clearance, solubility, and logD, we �rst use in-house property evaluation model to

estimate the raw value of the properties. Then we apply transformation functions to

transform these property values into property scores. Here we introduce the transfor-

mation functions.

Sigmoid -The raw property value is fed into the sigmoid function as G to get the

property score between 0 to 1. The function can be seen in Equation 2.9. Note that

though not completely identical, it is essentially a logistic function which is similar to

the sigmoid function, hence the naming. The parameters involve : which can modify

the steepness of the curve, and ℎ86ℎ and ;>F which determine the mid point of the

curve. Sigmoid is good for properties that we want to increase their value for. An

example plot is shown in Figure 2.5a.

(86<>83 (G) = 1

1 + 10B (G−<83?>8=C )
(2.9)

where,

B =
10:

;>F − ℎ86ℎ , <83?>8=C =
;>F + ℎ86ℎ

2

Reversed Sigmoid - Similar to Sigmoid, but the curve is reversed, resulting in less

score received when G is greater than the midpoint. The equation only di�ers in the

denominator of B , as shown in Equation 2.10. Reversed sigmoid is good for properties

that we want to reduce their value for. An example plot is shown in Figure 2.5b.

B =
10:

ℎ86ℎ − ;>F (2.10)

Double Sigmoid - Unlike sigmoid or reversed sigmoid, the score for double sigmoid

function is the highest (close to 1) when G is at the midpoint between ;>F and ℎ86ℎ.

For G that deters from the midpoint, the double sigmoid will provide a score that is

gradually decreasing through a curve. It does not have the parameter : , instead, three

coe�cients could be con�gured. They are 38E , B8 and B4 . Essentially, 38E determines

the overall curve, B8 a�ects the curve in the area that’s greater than the midpoint and
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B4 a�ects the curve in the area that’s smaller than the midpoint. Notably, when B8 and

B4 are set to the same value, the whole plot of the function is symmetrical. Double

sigmoid is good for properties that are supposed to stay within a range of values.

The equation of double sigmoid is shown in Equation 2.11 and an example plot in

Figure 2.5c.

� = 10
B4∗ G

38E (2.11)

� = 10
B4∗ G

38E + 10B4∗ ;>F38E

� = 10
B8∗ G

38E ÷ (10B8∗ G38E + 10B8∗
ℎ86ℎ

38E )

�>D1;4(86<>83 (G) = �

�
−�

(a) Sigmoid (b) Reversed Sigmoid

(c) Double Sigmoid

Figure 2.5.: Three transformation function that transform the raw property value into score.

For sigmoid and reversed sigmoid function, the parameters are set with : = 0.5,

;>F = 1 and ℎ86ℎ = 2. For double sigmoid, the parameters are 38E = 100, B8 = 150,

B4 = 150, ;>F = 2 and ℎ86ℎ = 6.

Diversity Filter

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the analysis of the experiment is done by examining all

valid output collected throughout the �ne-tuning steps. In fact, the number of output

molecules containing desirable properties and are MMPs with the source molecule

is the evaluation metric for our experiment. It means that we do not aim for saving

a perfectly �ne-tuned model, rather, the molecules created during the �ne-tuning

process are the result of the experiment. Since scoring function will inevitably push

the model into generating similar outputs once the model’s parameters converge, we

have to make the gradient ascend goal dynamic to diversify the output.

With such a notion, we pass all generated SMILES with its score through a diver-

sity �lter which discount the score of SMILES that have been generated in previous

step by half. By unitizing the the diversity �lter, we prevent the model from converging

into a single optimal point to generate similar output throughout the �ne-tuning steps.
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To sum up, each scoring component has its weight F8 and provides score 28 . We

�rst get the product of all the weighted scoring components’ scores, and push it to the

diversity �lter to halve the value if � has been generated before. The scoring function

� for a generated sequence � can �nally be written in Equation 2.12.

(2>A4 (�) = �8E4AB8C~_�8;C4A (
∏
8

F8∑
F
28) (2.12)

Note that the experiment is done in batches, the average score across the generated

batch of SMILES is used for computing the loss of the RL step.
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3. Methods

3.1. Data Preparation

The pre-trained Transformer model used in this paper is inherited from the work of

J. He et al. (2021), where the data set used for training the Transformer is based on

ChEMBL (Mendez et al., 2018). ChEMBL is a chemical data base that consists of 2.1

million compounds extracted from more than 80 thousands publications. To construct

the data set, we need to extract the MMPs from ChEMBL, �lter them and measure the

properties of the compounds.

3.1.1. Extracting MMPs from ChEMBL

As mentioned inJ. He et al. (2021), the MMPs are extracted using open source matched

molecular pair tool (Dalke et al., 2018), and all the molecules are standardized using

MolVS (Kazemnejad, 2019b). As the result, 9, 927, 876 pairs of matched molecules are

collected through following constraints,

• the number of heavy atoms of the core ≤ 50

• the number of heavy atoms in R group ≤ 13

• the ratio of heavy atoms in the R group to the molecule 'group ≤ 0.33

• the number of H-bond donors in R group ≤ 3

• the number of H-bond acceptors in R group ≤ 3

• AstraZeneca’s AZFilter = "CORE" (Cumming et al., 2013) to �lter out bad-quality

compounds

• each molecule’s property values are within 3 standard deviations of all molecules’

property values

Essentially, these constraints are meant for eliminating unwanted molecules in the

training data so that our model does not learn to generate them. Heavy atoms in

the context of drug discovery refers to any atom that is not hydrogen. H in H-bond

refers to hydrogen and that donors/acceptors refer to atoms that donate/accept hy-

drogen in a hydrogen bond. AZFilter is yet another �ner set of rules for preventing

undesirable structures. Overall, these rules are completely empirical and are designed

in AstraZeneca to ensure a safe range of molecule size, molecular reactivity (often

determined by atoms that might produce H-bond) and molecular stability is established

in the training data.

Note that only 2% of the resulting pairs are randomly selected to construct the training

data for the e�ciency of the training. Within the training data, 90% is selected as

training and validation set, 10% as test set. The 90% is further split into 90% training

set and 10% validation set, yielding in total 160,831 MMPs in the training set, 17,871 in

validation set and in 19,856 test set. The numbers can be seen in Table 3.1
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Train Validation Test Total

Number of MMPs 160,381 17,871 19,856 198,558

Percentage 81% 9% 10% 100%

Table 3.1.: The detail of the training data extracted from ChEMBL.

3.1.2. Labeling Property Constraint for the Data

As mentioned in the beginning of Section 3.1, molecular optimization involves chang-

ing a molecule’s properties into a desirable range through a small transformation of

the molecule’s structure, the dataset we use for training the model should contain

molecules and their values of di�erent properties including logD, solubility and clear-

ance.

We use a property prediction model (K. Yang et al., 2019) that is trained on in-house

experimental data to collect the property values for the data set we constructed. With

the property values we extracted for each data using the property prediction model, our

goal is to label the input of the data set we constructed from ChEMBL with property

change (property constraint). To be precise, between each MMP in the data, we can

calculate the change of properties within the two molecules in the MMP, and label

the input (source molecule) with extra tokens that represent the property change

from input to target (target molecule). We call this piece of extra token that represent

the property change as "property constraint", because it functions as a indicator on

what kind of property change we want our Transformer model to apply to the source

molecule. Figure 3.1 showcases the property constraint tokens. Additionally, the full

set of property constraint tokens can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 3.1.: Inherited from J. He et al. (2021), these are some examples of property change

tokens for each of the property in regards to our experiment.

Note that, solubility change and clint change tokens are not based on a continu-

ous value, instead, we set 1.7 as the threshold between high and low for solubility and

1.3 for clint. As for logD change, we set a interval of 0.2 to represent the value change.

The reason behind labeling property change with categories instead of continuous

numbers is that these tokens need to be encoded using a dictionary with �xed number
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of vocabulary before entering Transformer. A categorical approach in labeling the

property changes allows a �nite number of tokens to be used in labeling property

constraints. On the other hand, solubility and clint have been described commonly

with high and low in pharmacokinetic �eld with pre-de�ned thresholds, which is in

line with our labeling strategy.

Finally, we concatenate the property constraint to our starting molecules’ SMILES

sequence to construct the data set.

3.1.3. Property Evaluation

In our paper, our aim is to apply reinforcement learning on pre-trained Transformer

for a speci�c starting molecule, so that the model can generate numerous desirable

molecule candidates for drug discovery. In this case, we do not have a true target as

the ones in the training set to evaluate the output of our model. Instead, based on the

property constraint given to the starting molecule, we evaluate the properties of the

generated molecules to determine if the output are desirable.

Additionally, the property prediction model mentioned in Section 3.1.2 is based on a

message passing neural network, which inherently provides a prediction value instead

of true value. We thus have to put the prediction error into concern when labeling our

data’s property value. Particularly, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the property

prediction model on its test set should be put into consideration. As shown in Table 3.2.

LogD Solubility Clint

Test Set RMSE 0.4 0.6 0.35

Table 3.2.: The root-mean-square error across each property according to the test set result

of our property prediction model.

As a result, 1.3±0.35 is used for recognizing the high and low of clint. If the property con-

straint is [CLint_low->high], the generated molecules with 2;8=C ≥ 0.95 is considered

as a successful generation and 2;8=C ≤ 1.7 for the opposite constraint. Similarly, 1.7±0.6
is the threshold for recognizing the high and low of solubility. As for logD, as long as

the generated molecule’s logD value log�generated and the logD value of the property

constraint log�target are within 0.4 di�erence,

��
log�generated − log�target

�� ≤ 0.4, the

generation is considered successful in the property of logD. The list of criteria for

checking whether the generated molecules follow the property constraint can be found

in Tabel 3.3.

Property Error Criteria

logD 0.4

��
log�generated − log�target

�� ≤ 0.4

Clint
(Clearance)

0.6

High: Clint >= 0.95

Low: Clint <= 1.7

Solubility 0.35

High: Solubility >= 1.1

Low: Solubility <= 2.3

Table 3.3.: The criteria of evaluating whether the generated molecules have desirable proper-

ties, based on given property constraint.
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3.2. Pre-training

Training of our Transformer model (or pre-training considering we will �ne-tune

the model through reinforcement learning described in Section 2.2.1) follows the

same method as the work of J. He et al. (2021). Essentially, the objective function for

our training is to minimize the negative log likelihood. Given the training set � , the

negative log likelihood #!! can be written as Equation 3.1.

NLL(\ ) = −
∑
8∈�

|y8 |∑
C=1

log %
(
~̂8,C = ~8,C | ~8,1, . . . , ~8,C−1, G8 ;\

)
(3.1)

where \ refers to the model’s parameter, G8 is the input sequence with index 8 . And ~8,C
is the token at position C from the target sequence with index 8 . Essentially ~̂8,C = ~8,C
refers that next generated token ~̂8,C is set as the target true token ~8,C from the training

set, conditioned on all the previous true target tokens. As a result, if the model is more

likely to generate the next token same as the true target token in the training set, the

loss it receives within that particular step will be closer to zero. This method of using

the true target tokens as a guide for training is called teacher forcing (Williams and

Zipser, 1989).

Hyperparameter

The hyperparameter used for training the Transformer model as mentioned in J. He

et al. (2021) is listed in Table 3.4. Once the model has been trained, we call it pre-trained

model in this experiment as we will perform reinforcement �ne-tuning on.

Parameter Value Description

3model 512 Dimension of the input embedding and the output

35 5 2048 Dimension in fully connected feed forward network

3: 64 Dimension for Q, V and K in attention mechanism

# 6 Number of layers in encoder and decoder

ℎ 8 Number of attention heads in multi-head attention mechanism

dropout 0.1 Dropout rate of for training the model

warmup steps 4000 Warm up steps for training the model

Table 3.4.: The hyperparameter used for training our Transformer model.

Note that the optimizer used for training is based on Adam optimizer (Kingma and

J. Ba, 2015). We also introduce the warm up steps that can vary the learning rate

throughout the course of training (thus the beginning learning rate is zero), following

the Equation 3.2

lr = 3
−0.5
model ·min (step_num −0.5, step_num · warmup_steps −1.5) (3.2)

3.3. Reinforcement Learning Evaluation

To evaluate whether RL improves the performance of the existing Transformer model.

We select a data point that the existing model failed to generate any desirable molecule

among 10 unique output. We then apply RL method on this data point and expect the

�ne-tuned model to generate more desirable molecules with given property constraints

in comparison to the existing model. Additionally, we also want to look into the time

spent for generating a certain number of desirable molecules, as it can serve as a
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reference for future industrial use of the model. Note that during the RL �ne-tuning

process, Adam optimizer is used with learning rate set in 0.0001.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the result of the RL experiment is collected simul-

taneously when the model is being �ne-tuned. For every RL step, the generated

molecules are saved and considered as the output of the experiment. To be precise,

throughout a RL 1000 steps, 10 molecules are sampled in each step using multinomial

decoding, and are saved as a csv �le for examination using following evaluation metrics.

It is worth to note that our experiment is conducted in a case study manner, where

a single challenging input data point is used throughout the study for the proof of

concept. We based our research method on the line of relevant studies in AstraZeneca

that use the same RL �ne-tuning framework, including Olivecrona et al. (2017) and

Fialkova et al. (2021) where no input or only one input is used for the study. In fact,

the focus of our study should be on the model’s output instead of the input as we are

aiming to see if RL �ne-tuning can generate output based on the objective we provide

in its scoring function. The input molecule can be considered as a con�guration of

the experiment that serves as an anchor point to determine whether the output is

MMP with the input. Furthermore, take both Olivecrona et al. (2017) and Fialkova

et al. (2021) for example, both studies involve con�guring the RL scoring function

so that the generated molecules contain structures that can react with the dopamine

receptor in the human brain and have desirable properties for the veri�cation of their

RL �ne-tuning framework on the bases of using zero or only a single input. In this

study, though we do not aim for structures that are related to the dopamine receptor,

we choose whether the output is MMP with the source molecule as a starting point

and further verify the capability of RL �ne-tuning based on whether the output may

have desirable properties. In fact, unlike the majority of NLP studies that require a

lot of input data points and have a percentage of desirable outcome as the metric for

the models’ performance, we iteratively conduct experiments with di�erent scoring

con�gurations in this study and check whether the results re�ect the objective of the

scoring con�guration as the approach to verify our RL �ne-tuning framework.

3.3.1. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the molecules generated from experiment with and without RL �ne-tuning,

the below metrics are utilized:

Desirable - This metric indicates that the generated molecules �t the required property

constraints in terms of clearance, solubility and logD. It is a major metric for the evalu-

ation of our model because essentially we want our models to produce more desirable

molecules. The more desirable output that our model generated, the better our model is.

MMP33 - Our approach for molecular optimization is to train the model with data

of MMPs so that the model can apply a single R group transformation for a given

starting molecular and property constraint to optimize the molecule, representing

how chemist optimized molecules traditionally. MMP33 symbolizes that, the generated

molecules with the source molecule can be considered as MMPs (meaning having only

one R group), and the R group only covers less than 33% of the whole source molecule

structure. (The number 33 is decided due to the fact that the MMPs’ R groups in the

data for pre-training take up less than 33 percent of the starting molecules). This metric

is often put together with Desirable due to our project goal of producing molecules

with desirable properties yet share the similar structure to the starting molecules. A
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high number of generated molecules that �t to MMP33 is preferred.

Novel Transformations - This metric represents the R group changes between the

starting molecule to the output are not within the training data for the pre-trained

model. The more novel transformations mean that the model can creatively manipulate

the learned knowledge in pre-trained phase for the RL �ne-tuning objective. Note

that novel transformations do not always yield desirable molecules. In fact this metric

should be applied together with Desirable and MMP33 so that we know how our model

can still apply novel transformations in the case of ideal output.

Novel R groups -This metric shows the R groups in the generated molecules are

novel. Note that this is di�erent from Novel Transformations as Novel Transforma-

tions might cover transformations that result in the seen R groups in the generated

molecules. Nevertheless it is a similar metric to Novel Transformations that are meant

for checking whether the RL �ne-tuning model can induce the model to generate

novel output. It should also be applied together with Desirable and MMP33 for the

same reason as Novel Transformations.

3.3.2. Evaluation Baseline

The RL �ne-tuned experiment can yield 10000 molecules as there are 1000 RL steps and

for each step the model generates 10 molecules. Ideally, we can sample 10000 molecules

directly from our pre-trained model to serve as the baseline, but large sample size often

result in the shortage of the graphics processing unit’s memory in our computing

system. As a result, we simply have our pre-trained model sample 10 output per step

for 1000 steps while having its parameters locked throughout the whole process, and

take the output as our baseline to compare with the RL �ne-tuned experiment.

3.4. Catastrophic Forge�ing Prevention

The agent in the RL method is prone to behave unpredictably when its objective is

not de�ned explicitly to match researchers’ expection (Amodei et al., 2016). In addi-

tion, using RL as a �ne-tuning approach might cause the pre-trained model to start

losing its pre-trained knowledge in the process of learning towards the objective of

RL; such a phenomenon is called Catastrophic Forgetting (McCloskey and Cohen,

1989). In fact, in the line of researches using RL in AstraZeneca, Olivecrona et al.

(2017) stress the importance of designing scoring components that can thoroughly

describe the objective of the experiment because syntactically valid yet structurally

unstable SMILES output can sometimes be generated as the result of RL �ne-tuning.

In the work of Fialkova et al. (2021), approaches such as Custom Alert and Distance
Penalty are created to provide �ner control of the agent’s behavior. Although these

approaches are fully utilized in current AstraZeneca’s AI projects for drug discovery,

they are not explicity discussed by Fialkova et al. (2021) as they are considered as a

part of the complex con�guration available in the experiment. In our study, we aim to

explore the unwanted output in the result of our RL experiment, their relation with

catastrophic forgetting from the perspective of the prior log likelihood, and the e�ect

of the catastrophic forgetting prevention approaches including Custom Alert and

Distance Penalty.

Speaking of unwanted and unstable molecules, chemists often decide whether a com-

pound is stable or structurally realistic to be synthesized based on their own in-lab

experiences. Although there are empirically studied rules describing some types of
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structure that might be too unstable to be used for drug design, we do not have univer-

sal guidelines on how we can construct a fully stable molecule, which makes de�ning

a explicity scoring component di�cult. Meanwhile, with constant �ne-tuning in every

step, our pre-trained model is likely to experience catastrophic forgetting, and lose

the ability to generate molecules that are stable while reaching for the objective of the

scoring function.

We �rst check the sign of catastrophic forgetting through manually checking the

result and see if there are any unrealistic or unstable molecules being generated. We

then extract the prior model’s log likelihood in generating these unwanted output. If

their log likelihood appear to be in the lower end of the distribution for all output’s

prior log likelihood, then we can assume that the unwanted results come from catas-

trophic forgetting as they are less likely to be generated from the prior model compared

to other outputs. Consequently, we propose two methods for solving the problem, in-

cluding using the scoring component CustomAlert and Distance Penalty mechanism.

Based on the scoring method described in Section 2.2.3 for Custom Alert, we put

a series of in-house empirical rules about molecular stability, reactivity (related to

toxicity) and other qualities regarding to the practicality of the molecule to be used

as a drug into the scoring component. By doing so, we can prevent our model from

generating any molecules that does not follow the rules listed in Custom Alert.

Although the exact description for each of the rule in our Custom Alert scoring com-

ponent is con�dential as the rules are based on the empirical studies of AstraZeneca’s

inner data and are proprietary to the company, we o�er a surface level introduction

here to provide general ideas about the rules. In particular, there are in total 22 rules

that we choose to be listed in for our study. 10 of them are used to describe particu-

lar sizes (often large) of ring structures that the model should not generate as these

structures are unlikely to be stable in the process of drug synthesis. The rest of the

12 rules describe di�erent reactive moieties that are unwanted and should not be

generated by our model based on empirical studies. Reactive moieties refer to the parts

of a molecule structure that are in charge of the physiological or pharmacological

reaction in the human body, usually by combining with compounds in the human

body or breaking into free forms in particular types of �uids, so that the remaining

parts of the molecules can become active to treat diseases (the remaining parts of the

molecules are often inactive when combined with reactive moieties). The 12 types of

reactive moieties in our rules are often very easy to bind with other compounds or to

be detached from the rest of the structures, creating unwanted reactions in wrong re-

gions of the human body and making drugs unpredictably ine�ective, toxic or unstable.

In terms of Distance Penalty mechanism, essentially, we assign a distance threshold

n with a �xed negative number in the experiment con�guration. For any generated

SMILES sequence throughout the �ne-tuning steps, if the prior model’s log likelihood

log % (�)%A 8>A in generating them is below the distance threshold, their corresponding

score attained from scoring function will be discounted. In particular, for a SMILES

output �, its score (2>A4 (�) provided by the scoring function will be penalized into

(2>A4 ′(�) following Equation 3.3:

(2>A4 ′(�) =
{
(2>A4 (�) n

log% (�)%A 8>A , if log % (�)%A 8>A ≤ n
(2>A4 (�), otherwise

(3.3)
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Through penalizing the score of the SMILES output that have their prior likelihood

lower than the distance threshold, we expect that our agent can learn to not produce

output with such prior likelihood in the future steps, and maintain a certain level of

prior knowledge.

We consider the di�erence between Custom Alert and Distance Penalty as the di�er-

ence between local and global method. The meaning of "local" for Custom Alert lies

in that it requires manually de�ned rules that only target in speci�c problems and

have no e�ect for problems that are not captured by the rules. The "global" sense of

Distance Penalty refers to that the model is learning to not generate output unlikely

for pre-trained model to generate, making all problems that are related to the lost of

prior knowledge to be corrected in certain degree. Basically, we expect both methods

to have di�erent pros and cons. As Custom Alert might be highly e�ective in reducing

the amount of output that violate the speci�ed rules, it is not helpful for any types of

problem that are overlooked when we de�ned the rules. On the other hand, Distance
Penalty might have e�ect for all catastrophic forgetting related problems that we can

and cannot observe, but it also prevent the possibility of desirable output that are

unlikely to be generated by prior model to be explored.

For the experiment of catastrophic forgetting prevention, we conduct RL experiment

withCustomAlert scoring function and 5Distance Penalty experiments with distance

threshold set respectively to -10, -20, -30, -40 and -50 to examine the di�erence between

the two approaches. These experiments all share the same con�guration including the

starting molecule and the scoring components as the ones in Reinforcement Learning

Evaluation in Section 3.3.

3.4.1. Evaluation Metrics

We use the evaluation metrics from in Section 3.3, including MMP33 and Desirable as

they represent the goal of our molecular optimization task. Additionally, due to the

fact that rules for unstable molecules are completely based on empirical studies and

can vary from project to project, we cannot obtain an universally valid metric that can

capture all the potentially unstable output from the experiment results. As the result,

we use the rules listed in Custom Alert to calculate the number of unstable output in

di�erent experiments conducted with Custom Alert and Distance Penalty because

these rules are of surface level and cover general unstable or unwanted structures that

can be applied to di�erent drug discovery projects.

Note that, using the same set of rules for Custom Alert and the evaluation metric

for unstable output might seem to provide advantages for the experiment of Cus-
tom Alert in comparison to the one of Distance Penalty. It is, however, a realistic

experiment set-up as, ideally, any discovered problems in the result should be listed in

Custom Alert and be put into evaluation metric to check if they are eliminated after

the application of Custom Alert. Meanwhile, using Custom Alert as an evaluation

metric for Distance Penalty can provide reference on the degree of e�ectiveness of

Distance Penalty for known problems. In the experiment of catastrophic forgetting,

our aim is to showcase the trade-o� between the approaches of Custom Alert and

Distance Penalty, instead of trying to determine which one can be the best solution.

In addition to the evaluation metrics, the distribution of prior log likelihood for all the

output in di�erent experiment are plotted out, as a way to show how far the agent has
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moved from the prior and provide information about the di�erence in the number of

unstable result generated in di�erent experiments.

3.4.2. Evaluation Baseline

Since in this experiment we are examine the impact of catastrophic forgetting in RL

�ne-tuning, our baseline experiment is the RL �ne-tuning model without Custom
Alert and Distance Penalty. By comparing their di�erence in evaluation metrics, we

can see the e�ectiveness of both Custom Alert and Distance Penalty methods in

catastrophic forgetting prevention.
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4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Reinforcement Learning Evaluation

4.1.1. Reinforcement Learning E�ect

The �rst thing we aim to examine is the validity of RL method in improving the

performance of pre-trained Transformer model on the task of molecular optimization.

We run two experiments, one has its agent’s parameters �xed throughout the RL steps,

while the other one updates its agent in every RL step. Both experiments sample the

same amount of output through same amount of RL steps. The experiment without

the agent being updated is considered as the baseline, representing the performance

of our pre-trained model without RL �ne-tuning.

We examine the number of generated molecules that �t to the property constraint to

verify the e�ect of RL. In particular, we aim to see whether RL �ne-tuning can push

the model to generate more desirable molecules in di�cult data points. Meanwhile, we

also look into the amount of desirable molecules that are part of MMP to the starting

molecule as a way to check if the RL method can help with our main task - molecular

optimization.

The experiment input (the starting molecule) is depicted in Figure 4.1. This data

point is chosen randomly out of all the data points that yield zero desirable molecule

among ten samplings, based on the work of J. He et al. (2021). We �rst perform rein-

forcement learning with scoring components related to molecular properties including

logD, clearance and solubility as listed in Table 4.1. The result is displayed in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.1.: The "di�icult" starting molecule to be examined

When compared with the experiment without RL as shown in Table 4.2, we can

see that the RL process drastically increases the number of molecules in the output
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Scoring Component Weight Transformation Function Parameters

LogD 1 Double Sigmoid

ℎ86ℎ: 3.4

;>F : 1

38E : 40

B8: 150

B4 : 150

Clint
(Clearance) 1 Reverse Sigmoid

ℎ86ℎ: 2.3

;>F : 1

: : 0.5

Solubility 1 Sigmoid

ℎ86ℎ: 2.1

;>F : 0.1

: : 0.5

Table 4.1.: The scoring component used for the first experiment.

Desirable Desirable & MMP33 Molecule Variation Total

No RL (Base Line) 69 37 963 10000

RL Fine-tuned 4016 520 6038 10000

Table 4.2.: The experiment result on the input molecule depicted in Figure 4.1. For each step

in the total 1000 steps, both models sample 10 output SMILES. Molecule Varia-
tion represents the number of output without counting repetitively for the same

generated SMILES. Desirable and Desirable MMP33 represents the number

of output that fit to the corresponding criteria among the molecule variation.

Total represents the number of molecules that the experiment is supposed to

generate.

that have desirable properties, demonstrating the scoring function’s e�ectiveness in

pushing the model into optimal state for handling the di�cult data point. Meanwhile,

there are more MMP33 output with desirable properties discovered, proving that RL

can improve the performance of pre-trained Transformer model in the task of molecu-

lar optimization. Figure 4.2 showcase some example of the generated output that �t

the criteria of Desirable & MMP33. Note that, however, there are signi�cantly much

more Desirable output than the Desirable & MMP33; it seems that our model is not

generating enough output that are MMP33 to the source molecule.

To have a detailed look into the RL process, we plot the cumulative number of molecules

that �t to certain criteria across all steps in Figure 4.3. As shown in Figure 4.3, the num-

ber of output that �t to the desirable properties increases throughout the RL �ne-tuning

steps, however, the number for MMP33 plateau at around step 280. Knowing that

more than 89% of the pre-trained model’s output are MMP33 to the starting molecule

throughout all the experiments conducted in J. He et al. (2021), it is interesting to see

that our RL �ne-tuning process seems to slowly make the pre-trained model lose the

knowledge about MMPs. In other words, the model is learning through the objective

of scoring components, and is able to keep generating more desirable output, at the

cost of losing the ability of generating output that are MMP33. Such a phenomenon,

however, is not surprising as the requirement for generating output that are MMP33

is not listed in the scoring component, giving no incentive for our model to generate

MMP33 output, and that our model might simply adjust its parameters solely for the

property constraint objectives.

Besides the above observation, it is worth noting that the amount of output that
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Figure 4.2.: Examples of generated molecules that fit the criteria of MMP33 and Desirable.

The red circles highlight the changing part. Note that the changing part (R group)

in the generated molecules is continuous without division, making the generated

molecules and the source molecule MMPs. Meanwhile, the R group that changed

into the generated molecules in source molecule only takes up small percentage

(smaller than 33 percent) of the molecular structure, fulfilling the 33% rule in

MMP33.

have the desirable properties might vary depending on the given input molecule and

the corresponding property constraints. Further research is needed to examine how

the change of property constraints can impact the number of desirable outcomes, and

we expect that as the constraints get stricter, the less desirable output will be generated.

Additionally, with clearance and solubility being de�ned as either "high" or "low" based

on the speci�ed threshold set in Section 3.1.3 , our RL �ne-tuning framework should

ideally be able to tune the model into generating output that satisfy the two properties

easier than logD as the desirability is a threshold instead of a range. On the other

hand, in terms of the input molecule, the potential impact on the desirable output lies

in the complexity of the molecule, as the structure of input molecule gets smaller or

simpler, any atom-based structural change can be considered relatively bigger (bigger

R group) which can lead to bigger change of the property values, making it harder for

the model to learn to generate desirable output based on structural changes.

Figure 4.3.: Cumulative number of generated molecules that fit to the criteria through steps,

based on scoring components listed in Table 4.1. Each generated molecule is only

counted once, even though it might be generated multiple times throughout the

process.
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4.1.2. Adding MMP in the Scoring Components

To prevent our model from losing the capability of generating output that are MMP33

to the source molecule in the process of RL �ne-tuning, we have to make our scoring

components explicit so that the results are in line with our molecular optimization

objective - generating molecules that are MMP with the source molecule and have

desirable properties. To do so, we add MMP scoring component as mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.2.3 to the existing scoring component and conduct another RL �ne-tuning for

the same data point. The detailed of the added scoring component is shown in Table 4.3.

Scoring Component Weight Parameter

MMP 1 Threshold: 33%

Table 4.3.: Extra scoring component added to the ones mentioned in Table 4.1. The component

first examine whether the generated molecule can be considered as part of MMP

with source molecules, then the threshold determines the maximum structural

percentage that the generated output can change from the input. This component

score 1 for those what can be MMP with the source molecule and have lower

percentage of change than the threshold, and 0 for the others.

The result of RL using the add MMP scoring component is shown in Figure 4.4. As we

expected, the number of output that �t to MMP33 criteria is much higher than when

MMP is not part of the scoring component. As the result, the number of output that

�ts the criteria of both MMP33 and Desirable also increases, which is ideal for the

objective of molecular optimization.

Figure 4.4.: Cumulative number of generated molecules that fit to the criteria through steps,

based on scoring components listed in Table 4.1 and MMP component in Table 4.3.

The number of output that fit MMP33 criteria is much higher than the one listed

in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.4 listed the numbers of molecules that we collected throughout the process

using di�erent criteria. When compared with the previous experiment without using

MMP scoring component, we �nd that both the numbers of the Desirable molecules

and the total molecule variation have dropped. For the drop in the number in Desirable,

we believe its due to the added MMP scoring component that distracts the model from

the learning the objective of scoring components for molecular properties. As for the

drop in molecule variation, we think its because the added MMP scoring component

limits the model from generating molecules that are very di�erent from the starting
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one, resulting in more occasions of generating the same molecules. Future research

should aim to �nd the balance of the weights for each scoring component so that

the numbers of output for each metrics grow in a similar degree to maximize the

output in the joint metric of MMP33 and Desirable. Nevertheless, the number for

Desirable & MMP33 has increased drastically from the previous experiment, making

the MMP scoring component a useful element for molecular optimization. Hence, the
experiment with MMP scoring component added will be the experiment that we
refer as RL experiment in the rest of the sections.

Desirable Desirable & MMP33 Molecule Variation Total

No RL 69 37 963 10000

RL 4016 520 6038 10000

RL w/

MMP Component

3211 3065 4993 10000

Table 4.4.: The comparison of results between experiments conducted in previous configu-

ration (No RL and RL without MMP scoring component), together with the one

that has MMP scoring component added.

Note that the result might vary based on the input molecule’s structural complexity.

Molecules that are structurally simple o�er fewer substructure options for the model

to transform before maxing out on the 33 percent cap of the R group restriction. Con-

sequently, the number of output ful�lling the Desirable and MMP joint metric can

potentially be less when the input molecule becomes smaller or structurally simpler

because it would be more di�cult for the model to apply property changes while

transforming a limited percentage of the molecular substructure.

In terms of the tasks in NLP, unlike our molecular optimization task, majority of

them do not require more than one output based on a given input data point. For ex-

ample, in MT, for each input sentence, there is only a single corresponding translation

being generated, or in text summarization, an input paragraph only leads to a single

summary. On the contrary, the goal of the NLP tasks often lies in having a model that

can produce quality output across all the input data points. The take-away in this

section about the importance of constructing scoring components that can thoroughly

describe the output that we want our model to generate is still valid for NLP tasks. For

example, if researchers were to use our RL �ne-tuning framework on their pre-trained

NLP models, they have to think about all linguistic rules describing the ideal output

and make them into scoring components to ensure each output based on the input data

point follows the objective mentioned in scoring components. In Section 6.2, some

potentially useful NLP scoring components and their corresponding NLP tasks will be

introduced.

The following sections concern the discussion of the diversity and novelty within the

generated molecules which is only valid in the context of molecular optimization. As

a result, NLP related discussions will not be included.

4.1.3. Output Diversity

Besides generating molecules that have desirable properties and are part of MMP

with the input, we also want our model to discover diverse output that can serve as

candidates for drug. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the diversity �lter within our RL

pipeline is designed for the purpose as it prevents the model from generating the same
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output by making the goal of gradient ascent dynamic. We compare the number of

variation of SMILES collected throughout the �ne-tuning steps for both RL and no RL

experiments. The result is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5.: Comparison between experiment with RL fine-tuning and without. It shows

cumulative number of generated molecules that fit the criteria of Desirable and

MMP33, together the cumulative number of molecule variation that are saved

throughout the RL process. Though di�icult to see, the number for Desirable &

MMP33 in No RL experiment is 37 at step 1000, as mentioned in Table 4.2.

From Figure 4.5, we can see that the pre-trained model (No RL) struggles to pro-

duce a variety of molecules that are Desirable & MMP33, unlike the one with RL

�ne-tuned. Such a result is not surprising as the molecule (as shown in Figure 4.1) we

chose as the input is a di�cult one for pre-trained model to generate any desirable

output. In other word, without changing the parameters of the pre-trained model, the

resulting molecules that �t to the criteria would be scarce. The di�erence is even more

drastic if we look at the number of variation of molecules (regardless of any criteria)

in both experiments. Assuming we set up the pipeline without diversity �lter, the

scoring function alone is likely to make our model’s parameters converge to a point

that it is likely to generate same molecules with perfect property values that can be

translated into a score of 1 in every scoring component, which is not ideal for the goal

of collecting diverse drug candidates.

4.1.4. Output Novelty

Knowing the RL can help the model generate diverse yet desirable molecules, we

want to examine whether the transformations that our model has applied to the start-

ing molecule are novel, namely, whether the transformations between the starting

molecule and the output molecule are unseen in the training data set used for training

the pre-trained model. Additionally, we combine the metrics of MMP33 and Desirable

so that we only look at the case where novelty is applied to the task objective. By doing

so, we get to know if the model can adapt its pre-trained knowledge about MMPs to

ful�l the scoring function’s objective throughout the RL process. We expect our model

can eventually apply novel transformations which it has not seen in the training set

to the source molecule. The example of the novel transformation and R group in this

experiment can be seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7.

The experiment result can be seen in Table 4.5. Compared to the no RL model, the RL
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Figure 4.6.: 11 example of novel transformations that fulfill the desirable properties within

MMP33. The R groups are shown in pairs, where the le� hand side is the changed

part from the source molecule and the right hand side is the result of transfor-

mation in the generated molecule.

Figure 4.7.: Example of novel R group that fulfill the desirable properties within MMP33

�ne-tuned model is able to create much more unseen R group in the output molecules

while applying more unseen transformation to the starting molecule. Having greater

ability in applying the changes that do not exist in the training set to the starting

molecule is the evidence that our model can manipulate its pre-trained MMP knowl-

edge to creatively apply novel transformation to �t the scoring function’s objective.

Desirable MMP33

Desirable MMP33

Unseen Transformation

Desirable MMP33

Unseen R group

No RL 37 33 7

RL Fine-tuned 3065 3060 2837

Table 4.5.: Novelty of the output that fit to the criteria of Desirable and MMP33 in terms of

unseen transformation and unseen R group.

Figure 4.8 provides a cumulative view through the experiment. We can �nd that Desir-

able & MMP33 with Unseen Transformation and Desirable MMP33 with Unseen R

Group follow the same trend as Desirable MMP33 for the RL �ne-tuned model and

di�er very little in value, indicating that the majority of the Desirable MMP33 output

yields novel transformations and R groups.

4.1.5. Time

E�ciency is also an important aspect for discussion in terms of the performance of

our RL method. Knowing that RL can increase the number of desirable output from

the model, we would like to examine what kind of RL con�guration can induce our

model to generate more desirable molecules in the same amount of time. In particular,

we look into the e�ect of varying the number of the sample size in each RL step for
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Figure 4.8.: Cumulative plot regarding to the novelty of RL fine-tuned result. The Desirable

MMP33 Unseen Transformation number line (yellow) is very similar to the Desir-

able MMP33 (blue) for the RL experiment, while the lines for No RL experiment

are generally close to each other due to their low values.

the e�ciency evaluation.

The reason for choosing RL sampling size as the variable for the e�ciency of our

model is that, in deep learning, the batch size is one of the important factors that

a�ects the speed of training a model. In our experiment, though the input is always

a single starting molecule, the sampling size determines the number of times the

decoder of the Transformer model has to generate output in each �ne-tuning step.

Together with the expansion of tensor in the loss calculation, backpropagation and

gradient ascent in each �ne-tuning step, we expect the sampling size in our experiment

can create an impact on �ne-tuning time similar to how batch size a�ects the speed

of training a model in each epoch in the regular supervised learning of neural network .

Note that even though increasing the sampling size allows our model to yield more

output per step, there is no guarantee that more desirable output are also sampled

per step. Considering that our sampling method is multinomial, identical generated

molecules might appear within the same step and are only saved once if they are novel

to the molecule memory. We expect that there is a limit number of unique, desirable

and structurally valid molecules to be generated per step. Once the limit is achieved,

the increase of sampling size would only result in time being wasted for computation.

Additionally, there might exist an ideal sampling size that allows the model to be tuned

properly per step. If the sampling size is lower than this ideal number, it might result

in the model over-adjusting for a limited number of mistakes it encounters in each

step. On the other hand, if the sampling size is too large, various types of mistakes

in each step might try to guide the model towards di�erent directions, resulting in

sub-optimal learning e�ciency and lower the desirable output generated per step.

We conduct four experiments with the same con�guration except that the sampling size

is set in 10, 16, 32, 64 and 128 to see which sampling size is the most e�cient in generat-

ing molecular variations in terms of the time spent. The result can be seen in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9.: Cumulative plot for number of molecule variation being generated as time (sec-

onds) progresses. All experiments are conducted with 1000 RL steps. The numbers

a�er the RL in the label represent the sampling size of the experiment. Note

that for all the experiments except RL 10 and RL 16, the number of molecule

variation exceeds beyond 18000. We only show the lines before 18000 for propor-

tion reasons. In fact, all experiment results beyond 18000 follow the same trend

as their precedent part. For the full version of the Figure, refer to Figure C.1 in

Appendix C.

As shown in the �gure, when sampling size is set at 10, the speed in generating

variation of molecules compared to other experiments is the lowest. Its line also termi-

nates at around 28000 seconds because it has �nished the 1000-step RL cycle. In fact,

when comparing all the experiment results, we can see that the speed of collecting

molecule variation grows as the sample size increases. Notably, such a trend only lasts

until around 7500 molecular variations have been generated, as, from that point on, the

speed of the experiment RL 64 exceeds the speed of experiment RL 128. The reason for

such change might be that RL 128 does not provide enough training signals compared

to RL 64, meaning that the loss that comes from 128 samples per step in RL 128 cannot

e�ectively guide the model to di�erent search spaces. For example, there might be a

lot of identical output being generated per step in RL 128 which cause the diversity

�lter to punish all of their scores. As a result, since the score for each �ne-tuning step

is calculated based on the average of all scores of the samples in a step, the score used

for training the model might be low for majority of the �ne-tuning steps, preventing

the model from changing and exploring di�erent parameters (the higher score means

higher incentives for the model to be tuned because we train the model using gradient

ascent). Consequently, the higher e�ciency that have RL 128 have over RL 64 prior to

the 7500 molecular variations might simply be the result of the higher sampling size;

and as the low training signals that the model received per step, the novel molecular

variations discovered per step becomes less in RL 128. Additionally, in the experiment

of RL 128, the sampling size might be too large for the model to generate variety of

output per step, resulting a huge amount of identical output generated within the same

step. Consequently, the times our model spent on computing these identical output are

wasted, which leads to a subpar e�ciency of the model. On the other hand, sampling

sizes that are lower than 64 might fail to fully utilize the model’s ability in generat-

ing di�erent molecular variations, resulting in less model e�ciency compared to RL 64.

Besides the result of molecule variations, the results of Desirable & MMP33 out-
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Figure 4.10.: Following the same layout as Figure 4.9, this figure shows the cumulative num-

ber of output molecules that fit the criteria of Desirable & MMP33 through

experiment time. For the full version of the Figure, refer to Figure C.2 in Ap-

pendix C.

put generated through time in di�erent experiments are represented in Figure 4.10.

We can see that when the sampling size is set to 64, the model is most e�cient in

generating Desirable & MMP33 output. The trend for all experiment results is similar

to the result of molecule variations. As a result, we might be able to apply the same

discussion from the molecule variation result to the Desirable & MMP33 result. The

only di�erence is that RL 128 does not stay in the lead as long as the the result of

molecule variations. The reason might be that the requirement for a molecule to be

considered as Desirable & MMP33 is much more stricter than molecule variations,

meaning that the model needs more training signals in order to explore the search

spaces that contain Desirable & MMP33. Consequently, 64 might be considered as a

sampling size that can provide the most training signals throughout the �ne-tuning

process, and that 128 might have exceed the threshold of sampling size that allows the

model to generate diverse output while producing quality training signals.

This section demonstrates the e�ect of the sampling size on our model’s e�ciency in

generating desirable output. 64 appears to be the ideal sampling size con�guration.

However, the ideal value might depend on how challenging the starting molecule

is to our model or other factors such as learning rate, f in loss calculation equation

and hardware limits, which require further research. Additionally, as mentioned in

Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2, molecules that are structurally simple leave less room

for substructural transformation to be applied, which can decrease the speed for De-

sirable & MMP33 output to be found. In fact, we suspect that larger molecules might

bene�t more from higher sampling size as there are more available substructures to

be transformed, and that the property change based on a single substructure change is

thus relatively smaller, resulting in more options of R groups in the target molecules

to be constructed. Consequently, the sampling space per step for large input molecules

might be su�cient for higher sampling sizes. Nevertheless, future users can still per-

form their �rst test based on the range of sampling sizes we choose in this section as

they show clear di�erences in the model e�ciency.

In the �eld of NLP, our approach using the sampling size as the variable for the

evaluation of the model’s speed might not be applicable, as for the majority of the NLP
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tasks, each input only corresponds to one sample or output. Additionally, providing

references for our RL �ne-tuning framework is important because, in real applications,

the whole �ne-tuning process is involved in generating the output. Meanwhile, it

might not be the case for NLP; our framework is more likely to be used to �ne-tune

the pre-trained model to create a better model that can be used in the future, meaning

that the �ne-tuning process is not involved in the inference stage. For those who are

interested in conducting the analysis of the time spent for �ne-tuning a pre-trained

NLP model using our RL framework, we suggest taking the learning rate, or f in the

loss equation as mentioned in Section 2.2.2 as the variables and see how fast the model

can reach the condition where the desirable output are generated in di�erent con�gu-

rations. Additionally, the number of the step that the model is set to be tuned can also

a�ect the time that the model need for completing the RL �ne-tuning. Particularly, in

the case of NLP tasks, each �ne-tuning step involves the model processing the entire

training data points, which can be time consuming. As a result, we also suggest �nding

a RL step number that is enough for the model to learn to generate desirable output,

or designing a mechanism that can terminate the �ne-tuning process based on the

quality of the model’s output to prevent the extra time consumption.

4.2. Catastrophic Forge�ing Prevention

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, there are no universal rules that can capture all the

unstable or unwanted molecular structures; the evaluation process of the molecules in

the �eld of drug discovery often relies on chemists’ inspection of molecules as they

have intuition for the molecule’s desirability based on in-lab experiences. Similarly, a

common procedure to examine the quality of the deep learning models that can gener-

ate molecules in AstraZeneca is to have experienced chemists personally review the

output from the model. Knowing that that RL can cause catastrophic forgetting which

leads our pre-trained model to forgetting knowledge about MMPs from Section 4.1.2,

we have AstraZeneca chemists to further examine the output of our experiment to see

if there are more problems that might arise from catastrophic forgetting.

Upon examining the R group of generated molecules from the RL experiment, one

type of issue we discovered is the big ring R groups, or more precisely, heterocyclic

rings (ring structures that contain at least two di�erent atoms) with at least 8 members,

in the generated molecules. This type of big ring structures tend to make molecules

unstable and are unlikely to exist in regular condition. They might have syntactically

valid SMILES representation which allow them to be recorded successfully as the

output, but they can’t be utilized for drug design. Figure 4.11 demonstrate some of the

unstable big ring R group of the generated molecules we �nd, together with the log

likelihood of their entire SMILES sequences from both prior log % (�)%A 8>A and agent

log % (�)A model.

Notice that in Figure 4.11, all of the examples have very low prior log likelihood

when compared to the agent’s log likelihood. It indicates that these output are very

unlikely to be generated by the pre-trained model using its molecular knowledge.

Additionally, the pre-trained model is trained with ChEMBEL data which contains

only valid and realistic molecules documented in other literature. We suspect that our

model has deterred too much from its pre-trained knowledge, so it starts generating

unstable molecules.

To further detect whether there are other unwanted structures generated in our
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Figure 4.11.: 5 unstable R groups in the generated molecules and both prior log % (�)%A 8>A
and agent’s log % (�)A log likelihood for generating molecules with these R

groups. Note that since the inspection is done by human, we can not provide

a thorough report on the problems exist in our output. There are, however,

significant amount of output that are similar to the 5 examples in the figure

upon a quick glance of our internal chemists.

experiment, we use the set of rules listed in Section 3.4 for the Custom Alert scoring

component as a �lter to extract output with unwanted structures. The result shows

that, out of all the 4993 molecule variations generated from our RL �ne-tuning exper-

iment, 3530 of them are considered unwanted by the rules, taking up to 70.70 % of

the entire molecule variations. Knowing that the rules we use for �ltering are general

rules that re�ect extremely undesirable substructures that should not be generated in

any molecule generation models regardless of the disease goals, the high percentage of

unwanted molecules being �ltered out highlights the problem that we need to address

in our experiment so that our framework can be applied to real world uses.

4.2.1. Custom Alert

As mentioned in Section 3.4, we �rst add Custom Alert to the scoring components to

penalize those output that does not pass the manually listed rules in CustomAlert. The

prior log likelihood distribution for all the generated SMILES between RL experiment

with and without Custom Alert is shown in Figure 4.12. We aim to see if the prior log

likelihood distribution shifts higher after unwanted output described in the rules of

Custom Alert are eliminated, as, in that case, the unwanted output being the result of

catastrophic forgetting can be veri�ed because they are all situated in the lower end

of the prior log likelihood distribution.

In the graph, the distribution for No RL represents the prior log likelihood when

all output are generated using the pre-trained model (as in No RL, the agent has �xed

parameters that are equal to the ones in prior). Any output with prior log likelihood

lower than the No RL distribution can be considered as the result of the pre-trained

model being tuned by RL. From the prior log likelihood distribution for the RL ex-

periment, we can see that it has a quite low median value at -47.4, and has a rather

big standard deviation compared to the other two distributions. When Custom Alert
element is added to the scoring component, the median value of the prior log likelihood
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Figure 4.12.: Probability density distribution for the value of prior log likelihood for all

generated molecule variation across three experiments.

distribution moves up to -33.5 and has smaller standard deviation compared to the

experiment without Custom Alert, verifying that the unstable output are the results

of catastrophic forgetting.

Additionally, Table 4.6 shows the number of molecule variations is considered unstable

if we apply the rule listed in Custom Alert for the output. It is clear that our prior

model contains knowledge for realistic and stable molecules as the unstable molecule

percentage in the output is only 9.45. The percentage is drastically increased when RL

has applied to the prior, reaching at 70.7, indicating signi�cant catastrophic forgetting

has happened. Custom Alert, as expected, successfully limits the unstable output and

push the unstable percentage down to 5.57, at the cost of a slight reduction in molecule

variation.

Molecule Variation Unstable Unstable Percentage %

No RL 963 91 9.45

RL 4993 3530 70.70

RL w/

Custom Alert

3642 203 5.57

Table 4.6.: The number of molecule variation and unstable variation that violates the rules in

Custom Alert in the three experiments.

Though Custom Alert is e�ective in prevent molecules that do not pass the rules

to be generated throughout the RL experiment. The approach of using explicit scoring

component such as Custom Alert might not be the best solution if we want to system-

atically tackle the problem that comes from the agent deterring too much from the

prior. The rules listed in Custom Alert can not guarantee that all types of unstable

molecular structure are covered. They only contains surface level rules that can pick

out the particularly erroneous molecules. In fact, rules in Custom Alert are manually

listed, which demand a lot of e�ort from the users in �nding rules that can split stable

and unstable molecules explicitly. Moreover, besides the stability of the generated

molecules, we do not know if there are also other prior knowledge that are sacri�ced

when the agent is moving towards the scoring function’s objective. As a result, we

have to come up with a method that can directly limit the agent from deterring too
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far from the prior from the perspective of the prior log likelihood of the generated

molecules.

4.2.2. Distance Penalty

As mentioned in Section 3.4, we design Distance Penalty to control the molecules’

prior log likelihood distribution as a way to maintain prior knowledge to prevent

catastrophic forgetting.

We conducted experiments with distance threshold set up -10, -20, -30, -40 and -50 to

compare with previously conducted RL experiments. The result is shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13.: The probability density distribution of all the generated molecules’ prior log

likelihood value for experiments using di�erent penalty threshold. No RL rep-

resents the experiment without RL fine-tuning. The negative number behind

RL represents the value of distance threshold used. The pink distribution de-

noted as RL represents the experiment using RL without any distance threshold

restriction.

As shown in Figure 4.13, the di�erence in the distribution between the No RL baseline

model and the experiment without distance penalty demonstrates how far the RL

�ne-tuning method can drag our pre-trained model away from its prior information.

Meanwhile, comparing to the experiment without distance penalty or distance thresh-

old, the prior log likelihood distributions of the experiments with distance penalty are

pushed towards 0 to a degree based on the value of the distance threshold, proving

that the distance penalty does help restrain our agent in generating output that has

undesirable prior likelihood.

Additionally, for experiments with distance threshold set to -10 or -20, we notice

that the median values of the prior likelihood distribution are slightly below the value

of the distance threshold, which might be due to the fact that it is naturally challenging

for our model to generate SMILES with such high log likelihood for prior, thus the

e�ect of distance penalty is diminished. On the contrary, the experiments with distance

threshold set to -40 and -50 have their prior log likelihood’s median value situate above

the value of the distance threshold, meaning the distance threshold can successfully

push the majority of the output with prior log likelihood above its value.

From Table 4.7, we list the percentage of unstable output throughout all experiments.
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Compared to the 70.7% unstable rate for the simple RL experiment, the RL experi-

ments with distance threshold all have signi�cantly lower unstable rates, meaning

that Distance Penalty does have e�ect in preventing the model from generating un-

wanted output. Although when compared to the result from RL with Custom Alert,
the unstable percentage is higher for Distance Penalty. Based on the fact that it is a

global method that can potentially cover other problems that are yet to be observed

and written into rules, the result showcases the e�ect of Distance Penalty that can

potentially extend into unknown problems and illustrates the trade-o� in comparison

to Custom Alert.

With the characteristic of Distance Penalty being a global approach and the e�ec-

tiveness of Custom Alert for the known problems, future research can look into the

scenario where both methods are used simultaneously, and explore the ideal con�gu-

ration that yields stable results through the adjustment of the weight of Custom Alert
in scoring components and the distance threshold in Distance Penalty.

Molecule Variation Unstable Unstable Percentage %

No RL 963 91 9.45

RL 4993 3530 70.70

RL w/

Custom Alert

3642 203 5.57

RL -10 717 110 15.34

RL -20 1568 341 21.75

RL -30 2996 729 24.33

RL -40 3033 977 32.21

RL -50 3599 1171 32.54

Table 4.7.: The number of molecule variation and unstable variation that violates the rules in

Custom Alert in all experiments. The negative number behind RL represents the

distance threshold used in the experiment.

4.2.3. Objective Comparison

Next, we want to examine whether the distance penalty a�ects our model’s perfor-

mance in terms of Desirable & MMP33 output. We plot the cumulative Desirable &
MMP33 output in Figure 4.14.

As shown in Figure 4.14, as the distance threshold becomes stricter (higher), the

number of Desirable & MMP33 molecules generated by our model becomes less. In

fact, when distance threshold is set to -10, the performance is quite similar to the

baseline, meaning that the impact of RL �ne-tuning is greatly reduced. It is some-

what an expected result as our model has to balance the trade o� between ful�lling

the scoring function’s objective and obeying the restriction of distance threshold.

Note that, the criteria Desirable & MMP33 does not include whether the generated

molecules are stable or realistic, instead, it only means that the output molecules

are syntactically valid in SMILES representation, have desirable properties based on

our property prediction model and are MMP33. Consequently, even though a lower

distance threshold can allow more output that �t to Desirable & MMP33 criteria, it

does not guarantee more stable/realistic molecules to be generated. This analysis is

only meant to shed light on the relation between Desirable & MMP33 output and the

value of distance threshold for those who are considering applying RL using output’s

prior log likelihood for catastrophic forgetting.
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Figure 4.14.: Number of output molecules that are Desirable & MMP33 across all experiments.

4.2.4. NLP Discussion

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the majority of the NLP tasks do not require multiple

output to be generated for a given input data point. As a result, it is better to save a

�ne-tuned model for inference purposes when using our RL �ne-tuning framework

in NLP tasks. Additionally, NLP tasks using the Transformer model are usually text

generation tasks such as text summarization or machine translation, where the eval-

uation metrics such as BLEU can be used in the RL �ne-tuning scoring component.

The work of Ranzato et al. (2016) and Wu et al. (2018) are two examples which will

be further introduced in Section 5.2. In this case, it is hard to observe whether the

�ne-tuned model experiences catastrophic forgetting by checking whether there is

a drop in the model’s performance on the evaluation metric, as the drop is unlikely

to exist when the metric is directly used for optimizing the model. To address this

issue, we suggest incorporating other evaluation metrics to check the catastrophic

forgetting for NLP models �ne-tuned with RL. For example, some grammar checking

models can be used to evaluate the percentage of the output that are grammatically

correct for both the pre-trained and �ne-tuned model (Bhirud et al., 2017). If there is a

drop in the grammar performance when the model is �ne-tuned, we can assume that

the �ne-tuned model has experienced catastrophic forgetting and loses its ability for

generating grammatically correct sequences. Consequently, we can design another

scoring component that uses the grammar check model to prevent the model from

generating grammatically incorrect output.

The use of Custom Alert requires problems to be observed �rst so that they can

be written down as rules. Although in our discussion with molecular optimization task,

CustomAlert is mainly used for catastrophic prevention, it can also be used as a way to

convert the description of ideal output into the form of rules in the scoring component.

For example, in the machine translation tasks, the model might generate sentences

that are too short because these sentences have higher probabilities according to the

search algorithm (Murray and Chiang, 2018). In this case, rules about the ideal length

range of the translated sequence can be generated can be listed. Additionally, some

unwanted words such as swear words can also be listed in Custom Alert to be avoided.
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Distance Penalty is particularly design for our molecular optimization where the

�ne-tuning stage of the model overlaps the inference stage. To be precise, the agent

in our RL framework is constantly exploring di�erent parameter space while slowly

drifting away from the prior, making Distance Penalty a useful tool to prevent the

agent from stepping into the parameter space that are too far from the prior and gen-

erate output with low prior log likelihoods. In the case of NLP �ne-tuning where the

�ne-tuned model is saved for the inference purpose, only the parameters at the end of

the �ne-tuning process are used for generating output for the evaluation. In this case,

researchers only have to terminate the �ne-tuning process in a correct �ne-tuning

step to obtain a �ne-tuned model in a desirable location within the parameter space.

Consequently, Distance Penalty is not applicable in the scenario. For this reason, we

suggest changing Distance Penalty into a form of a gating system within the model

itself, which only allows output to be generated if its prior log likelihood is above

a certain distance threshold. If the output is blocked by the gating mechanism, the

model has to resample another output. As a result, the goal of the gating system

is to prevent output that are have low prior log likelihood to be generated as they

might have problematic properties. Such a modi�cation requires the change within the

model’s sampling mechanism, as the prior model has to be tied up to the �ne-tuned

model to provide the information about the prior log likelihood. Additionally, the

gating mechanism might only work on models that do not always generate the same

output for a given input because it is meant for blocking the unwanted output that

are accidentally sampled due to the randomness of the model’s sampling strategy.

For example, multinational sampling and certain versions of beam search algorithm

contain the element of randomness which can be used in combination with the gating

mechanism, as opposed to other sampling strategy such as greedy search that has no

randomness.
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5. Molecular Optimization and NLP

Our study concerns the use of reinforcement learning for �ne-tuning of a Transformer-

based model, with the method for molecular optimization inspired by neural machine

translation. It is worth providing further discussion about the relation between our

study and the �eld of NLP, where the Transformer model was initially shown to be

successful. In doing so, we hope to express the contribution of our work in the context

of NLP and potentially o�er inspiration for future synergies between the two domains.

5.1. Parallels to Machine Translation

Machine Translation Molecular Optimization

Vocab Size Often large (37000) Small (102)

Source and Target Vocab Di�erent/Shared Shared

Tokenization

Word-based, Character-based,

and others

Character-based

Table 5.1.: Comparison between details for common machine translation model and our

molecular optimization model. The vocabulary size referenced for machine trans-

lation comes from Transformer’s byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b) (BPE)

of the WMT 2014 English-German dataset. Note that there have been many ap-

proaches and configurations used for machine translation studies, the information

provided here only serves as a general idea of common machine translation studies.

Although both machine translation and molecular optimization can be conducted

using the Transformer model, their goals are notably di�erent: machine translation

aims to carry the semantic meanings from sequences of a source language to the

generated sequences for a target language, while molecular optimization interprets

molecular property constraints that are attached to the input molecular sequence as

limited structural changes that are applied to the source molecule. Table 5.1 highlights

the main di�erences and similarities between each task, which will be further discussed

in the following sections.

Vocabulary Size and Contents

In terms of the vocabulary size used for the Transformer model, the number varies

based on the approach of tokenization in machine translation tasks. Character-based

tokenization often yields the least amount of tokens compared to other methods, as it

only covers alphabets, numbers, punctuation marks and other possible symbols, unless

the language is rich in characters such as Chinese (yet character-based tokenization is

not a common approach for Chinese). For example, the vocabulary size is set to only

300 tokens in Banar et al. (2020)’s study about character-based tokenization for ma-

chine translation using the Transformer model. On the other hand, due to the massive

amount of potential words there are in a language, other tokenization methods such

as word-based, subword-based, BPE and WordPiece (Schuster and Nakajima, 2012)

might yield much more tokens for the vocabulary as they build up vocabulary through

words or words’ segments.
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In comparison to vocabularies that are built from human languages, the vocabulary

used for our molecular optimization experiment is much smaller as it only contains

SMILES and property constraint tokens. In fact, we only have 102 tokens, with 36 be-

longing to SMILES (mentioned in Appendix A) and 66 tokens for property constraints

(mentioned in Appendix B). Note that each token in our experiment serves a unique

human-de�ned meaning. In the case of SMILES tokens, this means each token can be a

speci�c atom or bond; for property constraint tokens, this means a speci�c description

of property change in a certain property.

Several interesting comparisons can be drawn for the content of the vocabularies

in machine translation and molecular optimization. First, it is important to note that

the vocabulary employed in molecular optimization is closed, meaning that new sym-

bols cannot be added to it. This is intuitive, given that both SMILES and the property

constraints are hand-crafted lexicons. In contrast, the vocabulary employed in machine

translation is open, representing a subset of all possible strings belonging to a language

— the superset of which is in�nite. As the result, tokens that cannot be recognized

by the vocabulary and are thus labeled as "unknown" is a phenomenon in machine

translation tasks that can impact the performance of the model particularly in the

inference stage, while such issues do not exist in our implementation of molecular

optimization. Note that, the issue of unknown tokens in machine translation can

potentially be alleviated through the use of character-based tokenization as there are

less token varieties in the true character space.

Second, we suspect the pattern of the projection for each token in the embedding space

of the model di�ers between machine translation and molecular optimization. To be

precise, there might be more cases of token embeddings that share similar locations in

machine translation than molecular optimization. Take token pairs "2" and "two" or

"awesome" and "amazing" for example, the two tokens in each token pair are often

used interchangeably and share similar semantic concepts that might encourage the

embedding layer of the Transformer model to project them into the similar embedding

locations after training. Meanwhile, in molecular optimization, since there are only

limited tokens based on discrete man-made meanings, we expect the embeddings

of each token might situate relatively sparse in comparison to the ones in machine

translation.

Lastly, there are more nuances on the about the di�erences of vocabulary sizes and

possible tokenization methods in molecular optimization and machine translation.

The tokens in molecular optimization directly correspond with unique man-made

meanings, while the majority of the tokenization methods used for machine trans-

lation often result in units of meanings (such as words) shattered into tokens that

represent sub-words or functional units of tokenization in the vocabulary. For example,

the WordPiece algorithm can tokenize the word "fragment" into "frag" and "##ment",

where "##ment" is a functional token for the algorithm that can be easily used for

combining with words that end with "-ment". The purpose of such tokenization design

is to reduce the size of vocabulary for the computation e�ciency of the model, as

verbs that have noun forms ending with "-ment" do not require their noun forms

to be documented in the vocabulary and the noun forms can simply be constructed

using "##ment" token. Other common elements in English words are also extracted as

tokens such as "##ed" or "##ing". Other tokenization approaches also share a similar

phenomenon, with its vocabulary containing tokens that might not directly correspond

to man-made meanings, and that the token space does not cover all the possible words.
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On the contrary, vocabulary in molecular optimization exhausts the possible space

for the man-made meanings in respect to the task, and is coherent with the unique

man-made meanings for each symbol used for input.

Source and Target Vocabulary

It is intuitive for a machine translation model to have two di�erent vocabularies, with

each representing the source and target languages, respectively. Per this design, the

embedding layers in the encoder and decoder components of the Transformer model

can learn to embed the source and target languages using their corresponding vocabu-

laries. In the case of translation between languages that share similar alphabets (for

example English to French), and that BPE or other subword tokenization approaches

are used, shared vocabulary between source and target languages is in fact a common

experiment design. The reason is that the sub-word tokens generated from the men-

tioned tokenization methods are often shareable between the two languages, such

as the work from Transformer, Xia et al. (2019), Gehring et al. (2017) and Sennrich

et al. (2016a). Using a shared vocabulary, the words in source sentences and target

sentences are mapped to the same embedding space, which strengthens the semantic

correlation between the two languages, and might allow easier training for the decoder

as embedding of two languages from a single vocabulary is used for prediction (Xia

et al., 2019).

In terms of our molecular optimization task, the encoder and decoder share a single

vocabulary. The reason for such approach is very simple, as the input and output in

the experiment are both molecules that can be constructed using the SMILES syntax.

In fact, our reason for the use of a single (or shared) vocabulary is more similar to the

one in the text summarization task than machine translation, as the objective of text

summarization is to generate sequences that can capture the important points of the

input paragraphs using the same language. There are two types of text summarization

approaches: extractive summarization, which assigns weights to each input tokens

or sentences and constructs a summary through the combination of sequences that

have high weights, and abstractive summarization, where the input paragraphs is �rst

encoded, and then decoded into summaries in a generative manner. Compared to

both of these methods, our molecular optimization task is more similar to abstractive

summarization, as both tasks aim to train the model (particularly the Transformer

model) to understand the input sequences (property constraints for molecular opti-

mization and semantics of the input paragraph for the abstractive summarization)

before generating the output.

Tokenization Methods

Among all possible approaches in machine translation, character-based tokenization

framework is probably the one that are suitable for further discussion with molecular

optimization as they they share the same approach for tokenization. Character-based

tokenization has the advantage of reducing the vocabulary sizes and preventing the

generation of unknown tokens as, compared to all attested words in a corpus, there

are simply less characters used in a language. However, it also has a disadvantage

of being "too �ne-grained", where word-based semantic representations are diluted

(as mentioned in Section 5.1), which can increase the di�culty in the research of the

explainability of the model as the input are now character tokens. Particularly, the

relation between each generated token does not correspond to human understanding

of the semantic of the language, as these meanings exist on the word level instead of
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the character level. The character-based tokens can also demand more computation

resource as sequence sizes are bound to be much larger than the tokens generated

using other approaches.

Contrary to MT, our molecular optimization task do not su�er from the problems that

character-based tokenization might create. Due to the fact that each token corresponds

to a unique man-made concept, and that the whole set of tokens are coherent with all

possible elements of the input (as mentioned in Section 5.1), the tokenization approach

does not complicate the research for the explainability of the model. Although we

do not explore the explainability of our model, we can use Olivecrona et al. (2017)’s

Figure 5.1 as an example. There, the graph depicts the likelihood distribution of the

model in generating next tokens based on previous tokens, which in a sense provides

the model’s decision process that one can analyze. Future studies can also easily con-

struct a similar �gure for our experiment if needed. When it comes to character-based

machine translation, however, since each token is a character instead of a meaningful

word, the researcher can not easily conduct an analysis based on similar �gures as the

derived conclusion might not �t into the human understanding of the semantics.

Figure 5.1.: Image used in Olivecrona et al. (2017) that shows the conditional log likelihood of

a generative RNN model in generating each token in a SMILES sequence based on

tokens it has previously generated. The y-axis shows the likelihood distribution

for the token to be chosen at the current step, and the x-axis shows the SMILES

that the model generated. E represents the ending token.

Additionally, the problem with character tokens increasing the cost of computational

resources does not exist in our experiment. In fact, in our experiment, the maximum

number of tokens allowed for a single data point is 128; and with the concatenation

of the SMILES tokens and the property constraint tokens, there are no input token

sequences that are too long to �t in our model. If we look at the MT experiments

conducted in Transformer, where the maximum number of tokens for the input is set

to 512 (based on BPE tokenization that can create tokens based on more than a single

character), we can say that our input token numbers are comparatively lightweight

for the model. The di�erence of input length might be even more drastic if molecular

optimization is compared to text summarization, as the text summarization input is

often a paragraph instead of sentences in machine translation.

Lastly, throughout the discussion, it might seem that machine translation is much

more complex in every aspect when compared to molecular optimization. It is, how-

ever, a rather surface level conclusion as a lot of molecular optimization challenges

come from whether the model can generate output that are actually bene�cial to the
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downstream tasks. The dat or output for machine translation, at its core, is a human

language that can be intuitively understood and evaluated. Molecules, on the other

hand, require specialized domain expertise for veri�cation: outside the validity of the

SMILES syntax, which can be evaluated immediately, other characteristics such as

pharmacokinetic properties and synthetic stability all require many empirical analyses,

evaluation models trained for approximate measuring, and even in-lab experiments to

be thoroughly veri�ed.

5.2. Reinforcement Learning

Besides framing the molecular optimization task as a machine translation task using

the Transformer model, another major element of our study is to introduce RL for

�ne-tuning of our model. In Section 1.2, we listed several studies that incorporate RL

into NLP tasks. In this section, we aim to further introduce these studies and discuss

their connection with our study. Particularly, the work of Ranzato et al. (2016), Wu

et al. (2018) and Ziegler et al. (2019b) are chosen for the discussion as they all use RL

as a �ne-tuning method to adjust their model for better performances.

Ranzato et al. (2016) aim to solve the problems that arise from the inconsistency

between the evaluation metrics and loss functions in common text generation tasks.

They argue that the teacher forcing technique (Williams and Zipser, 1989), where

ground truth tokens are used for the prediction of the next token, cannot completely

represent how the model is evaluated in the testing phase, where the model’s own

predictions are used for predicting the next output. Particularly, they call it "exposure

bias" because the model is never exposed to its own output in the training phase and

thus fails to learn to predict based on it. Additionally, the cross entropy loss calcu-

lation of the maximum likelihood estimation approach (MLE) used for the training

phase is word-level while the BLEU evaluation metric used for the majority of the text

generation tasks is calculated using N-grams; Ranzato et al. (2016) believe if there is a

way to introduce BLEU into the loss calculation of the model, the model will be able

to learn to directly generate output that has better BLEU score.

Consequently, similar to our study, Ranzato et al. (2016) employ the REINFORCE

(Williams, 1992) algorithm to address the aforementiod two concerns. In their study,

they �rst train a RNN model on task related data (text summarization, machine trans-

lation and image captioning) with MLE. They then introduce REINFORCE, by de�ning

their model as the agent and model parameters as the policy (similarly to our exper-

iment). When in RL �ne-tuning stage, the model’s action is based on its previous

predictions to prevent exposure bias, and the generated sequence is scored using BLEU

as the reward function to directly optimize the model with the BLEU metric. Their

result shows improvement in the BLEU score for the three tasks comparing to the

baseline model that is trained using MLE only.

Ranzato et al. (2016) and our study employ REINFORCE in similar fashion. Particu-

larly, both of our studies use RL as a way to incorporate the evaluation metrics into

�ne-tuning objectives; we use property prediction models in scoring components to

encourage the output with desire properties, while they use BLEU in reward function

to encourage output with high BLEU scores. Additionally, we have our own respective

strategies when it comes to the stability of the RL framework. In the case of Ranzato

et al. (2016), to ensure that the model can adapt to the change of loss functions and

continue to produce stable sequences, a step-by-step transition between MLE training

to RL is conducted. During the transition, the sequence span whose loss is evaluated
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using RL (instead of cross entropy) increases every certain rounds of epochs until the

whole output sequence is calculated using RL. In our case, we simply incorporate the

prior log likelihood of the agent’s output in the loss calculation of RL so that regardless

how much variance the change of training algorithm can bring to the model, it will

always remember its pre-trained knowledge to a certain degree.

The work of Wu et al. (2018) can be considered as the extension of the work of Ranzato

et al. (2016) in the task of machine translation, as both studies aim to connect the BLEU

evaluation metric of machine translation into the training of the model, with RNNs

used in Ranzato et al. (2016) and Transformer used in Wu et al. (2018). Similarly, the

REINFORCE algorithm is used for �ne-tuning the agent which is a pre-trained model,

as they argue that RL is not suitable for training a randomly initialized model because

the action space (all the possible action sequences, or, all the possible combination of

tokens in the case of machine translation) is too big in the task of machine translation

and that the training will be di�cult to converge without a substantial amount of

samplings of the agents’ action. Although both Wu et al. (2018) and Ranzato et al.

(2016) uses BLUE as the reward function in their RL framework, Wu et al. (2018) uses

a di�erent approach in maintaining the stability of the pre-trained model by assigning

weights between MLE and RL when combining the loss from both approaches, so that

the model can learn based on the objectives of MLE and RL simultaneously. As the

result, they �nd that by using combination of the loss from MLE and RL in �ne-tuning

results in the model achieving better BLEU score than simply using MLE or RL alone

for �ne-tuning. Overall, Wu et al. (2018) and Ranzato et al. (2016) are two rather similar

studies with di�erent model architectures that demonstrate the potential of RL as a

�ne-tuning strategy in NLP.

Given pre-trained language model GPT-2’s ability to generate impressively coherent

writings based on the given texts, Ziegler et al. (2019b) investigate whether RL �ne-

tuning can adjust the model so that it can produce continuation in speci�c styles based

on give paragraphs, or produce summarization of texts that are preferred by readers.

Their contribution lies in incorporating human evaluation into the reward function to

encourage the model to generate results that are favored by the human; in this sense,

Ziegler et al. (2019b) shares the same goal as Wu et al. (2018) and Ranzato et al. (2016)

on connecting the objective of the tasks such as BLEU or human preference into the RL

�ne-tuning objective. In contrast to Wu et al. (2018) and Ranzato et al. (2016), however,

their reward function does not rely on any pre-existing metrics such as BLEU. Instead,

they train a linear layer as the reward function on top of the GPT-2 so that it can

provide feedback on whether the output is preferred by the human or not. The reward

layer is trained using data of continuation or summary texts constructed from the

GPT-2 and their corresponding preferences labeled by human so that it learns to read

the output embedding of GPT-2 and can simulate how human would evaluate output.

Additionally, based on the task goal, volunteers are asked to label the preferred output

based on di�erent criteria. For example, in the continuation task, the volunteers are

asked to label the sampled continuation with positive emotions or very descriptive

text related to human senses, so that the trained reward function can push the GPT-2

to generate output that have positive emotions or descriptive texts. On the other hand,

in the text summarization task, the volunteers are asked to label the preferred summa-

rization based on di�erent samples from GPT-2 for a speci�c input paragraph so that

the scoring function can imitate how the human evaluates. Since each individual can

label the output di�erently, there is no guarantee that the trained rewarding function

can perfectly re�ect how humans think, and thus cannot ensure the quality of the

�ne-tuned model using such rewards. Consequently, This research is only considered
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as an exploration on what GPT-2 might be able to generate when it is �ne-tuned using

di�erent reward functions. Nevertheless, the result is still impressive as the majority

of people would prefer the output from �ne-tuned GPT-2 than the pre-trained one;

and for positive continuation, the majority also prefer the �ne-tuned GPT-2 using

the reward function trained from the data of human preferences instead of a reward

function trained with a pre-existing sentiment analysis data set. Additionally, the

uniqueness of the study lies in their approach of retraining the pre-trained knowledge

in the �ne-tuning process that is similar to ours. In particular, they deduct the reward

for the model’s output from the agent’s likelihood in current output divided by the

prior’s likelihood, whereas we directly use the prior likelihood for the current model’s

output to reduce the value of the score.

The major di�erence between our molecular optimization task and the NLP tasks is

that, in molecular optimization, there is a need for the quantity and diversity of the out-

put, whereas NLP tasks often require a single ideal output corresponding to each data

point. Consequently, our RL framework is designed to tie our model to its pre-trained

parameters while allowing it to explore output that are potentially desirable, and that

the �ne-tuning process is also the process of generating the experiment results, which

is di�erent from the NLP tasks in the aforementioned studies where �ne-tuned models

are saved for the �nal evaluation. For the same reason, the optimal region that our

model is tuned towards to in the parameter space is also set to be dynamic, due to

the use of the diversity �lter that punishes the repetitive output, so that our model

is forced to constantly generate diverse output in the process of chasing the moving

objective.

Although there is a di�erence in how the results are collected between our study

and the aforementioned ones, the roles that the RL �ne-tuning plays are extremely

similar in both, as it is always considered as an approach to bring the evaluation

metrics of the model into the �ne-tuning objectives. In all experiments, the pre-trained

model is considered as the agent whose actions (model output) are evaluated using

scoring/rewarding functions that can re�ect the objective of the study and tune the

model accordingly. Such similarity ensures that RL �ne-tuning technique using REIN-

FORCE algorithm is transferable between �elds where sequential data is involved, and

that our techniques such as using the prior to prevent the agent from deterring too

much, or distance penalty that can directly control the prior log likelihood distribution

of all output against catastrophic forgetting can be carried back to the �eld of NLP.
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6. Conclusion

6.1. Final Remarks

In this section, we address each of our research question based on the analysis of the

results.

1. Can the use of RL �ne-tuning help improve the result of the pre-trained Trans-

former model for data points that it previously had di�culty performing molec-

ular optimization on? Speci�cally, will the number of the output molecules that

are structurally similar to the input and have desirable properties increase after

the RL �ne-tuning is applied?

In this paper, we propose the method of using RL �ne-tuning as a mean for

improving the pre-trained Transformer model for the task of molecular opti-

mization. The result shows that, compared to the pre-trained model, the RL

�ne-tuning model generates a signi�cantly larger amount of molecule variation

and molecules that �t the property objective (desirable properties) and structural

objective (MMP33) for the challenging data point. We also discover that the

reward system in RL should be designed explicitly to match the task objective,

thus the scoring components should at least contain a property base element to

provide guidance in terms of molecular properties, and the MMP component to

ensure the generated molecules are structurally similar to the input molecule.

2. Can the use of RL �ne-tuning can improve the Transformer model’s creativity,

in terms of generating novel structural changes that are not included in the

pre-training data set?

The RL �ne-tuning induces improvement in novelty for the pre-trained model.

Based on the experiment result, novel R group and structural transformation

that do not exist in the training data are consistently found when RL �ne-tuning

is applied. In fact, almost all molecular variation that �t the objective are created

through novel transformation and contain novel R group. Such �nding indi-

cates the prior knowledge is utilized creatively in the process of RL �ne-tuning,

allowing the potential of the unseen chemical space to be explored.

3. How does the con�guration of the RL framework a�ect the speed of the �ne-

tuning process?

In terms of the relation between the sampling size and the speed of the model

in reaching the task objective, we found that the sampling size of 64 represents

an ideal con�guration as the model is the most e�cient in generating Desirable

& MMP33 output compare to both the higher sampling size (128) and the lower.

We suspect that the sampling sizes that are lower than 64 might fail to fully

utilize the model’s ability in generating desirable output e�ciently. Meanwhile,

the sampling size 128 might be too large for the model to make all 128 samplings

unique, resulting in times used for computing the identical output wasted, as
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well as the low average score per step that prevents the model from exploring

di�erent search spaces that can yield desirable output.

4. Are there potential issues in the generated molecules that are resulted from

the use of RL �ne-tuning? And how can these issues be addressed through

approaches based on the RL framework?

Through the examination of the output molecules, we �nd that unstable molecules

are generated as the result of catastrophic forgetting. We propose both Custom
Alert andDistance Penalty to approach the problem.CustomAlert signi�cantly

reduce the amount of unstable output through explicitly listed rule in the scor-

ing component. While Distance Penalty reduce less amount of invalid output

compared to Custom Alert, it still serve as an e�ective method in adjusting the

output’s prior likelihood distribution, and can systematically prevent unforesee-

able problems stem from catastrophic forgetting. Through the demonstration of

the results from Custom Alert and Distance Penalty, we aim to provide insight

that future users can rely on when con�guring their experiments.

5. What are the connection that can be drawn between this study and the ones in

the NLP �eld?

In terms of the connection between our study and the �eld of NLP, we pro-

vide a thorough comparison between our molecular optimization task and the

machine translation task in Section 5.1. We found that due to the design of

the SMILES, molecule sequences can be easily tokenized using character-based

tokenization and contains a very small vocabulary used for token embedding.

Each token in molecular optimization also corresponds to a unique man-made

concept, which makes future researches for the explainability of the model easier.

While in machine translation tasks, due to the complexity of human language,

a variety of tokenization methods and their corresponding vocabulary sizes

exist in di�erent studies. Vocabulary sizes in the machine translation task are

usually much higher than the one in molecular optimization, and that there

might be tokens that share similar positions in the embedding space because of

their semantic similarities. Additionally, not all the tokens generated in machine

translation can refer to an unique man-made concept, as tokens like "##ment"

or "##ed" are functional tokens for the convenience of the tokenization method

such as BPE, making the research for explainability of the model harder. Ad-

ditionally, we point out that although the comparison we showed might make

machine learning seem as a more complex task than molecular optimization,

the challenge of the study of molecular optimization actually lies in how the

model can generate usable output for the downstream tasks as many evaluation

approaches for the molecular optimization model have yet to be able to replace

the actual in-lab testing for the output quality.

Additionally, we further introduce three papers that use the RL �ne-tuning

approach similar to ours for di�erent NLP tasks in Section 5.2. Speci�cally, these

three studies all consider RL as a way to incorporate the evaluation metrics of

the model, or the goal of the experiment into the objective of the �ne-tuning for

their pre-trained model. Based on the concept of RL, they set the model that is

ready to be �ne-tuned as the agent, the generated sequences as the actions and
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the �ne-tuning objectives as reward functions to encourage the model to gen-

erate output corresponding to the �ne-tuning objectives. The major di�erence

between our study and the ones conducted in the NLP �eld is that there is a need

for quantity and diversity in molecular optimization that is uncommon to NLP

tasks. For each data point, our goal is to collect as many desirable outcomes as

possible. Consequently, our RL framework is designed in a way that the objective

of the �ne-tuning is constantly changing, so that our model can generate output

in the process of �ne-tuning. The studies with NLP tasks, on the other hand, aim

to save a �ne-tuned model for further evaluations. Finally, through the similarity

between the role that RL plays in the NLP studies and our study, we argue that

using RL as a �ne-tuning approach is a method that can be transferred between

di�erent �elds that use sequential data, and that the insight of our research such

as the use of prior in the loss calculation and catastrophic forgetting prevention

can be also applied to studies in the NLP �eld.

6.2. Future Work

Our experiments demonstrate the method of improving our model for a speci�c data

point. However,further research is required to see if RL �ne-tuning can also be applied

to multiple inputs. It will be interesting to see if the model can learn with several

objectives in the same time when the input molecules require di�erent changes of

properties. Additionally, the knowledge that the prior model contains should also

be studied thoroughly as it may provide clues about what kind of catastrophic for-

getting the RL �ne-tuning might introduce. Approaches to prevent the model from

catastrophic forgetting in a global way similar to the distance penalty should also

be examined, as currently the result of distance penalty still perform more poorly

than methods such as Custom Alert or MMP scoring components that require explicit

de�nitions with clear goal.

In fact, we can further bring our framework of constant result collecting through

RL �ne-tuning back to the NLP �eld, since both our molecular optimization task and

majority of the tasks in NLP share a discrete input and output space consisting of to-

kens as mentioned in Section 2.1.5. On top of that, as discussed in Section 5.2, our use of

RL particularly the REINFORCE algorithm has been successfully applied to several NLP

studies. Particularly, for the majority of tasks that are involved with text generation, we

can use our RL framework to �ne-tuned the model in to generating texts that share the

particular characteristics that we want. We can consider a pre-trained model that has

been trained on task-related data as the agent in the RL; in this scenario, the pre-trained

model is in charge of taking actions (generating sequences) that can be evaluated based

on scoring functions that are NLP based. For example, a parser model that can produce

syntactic trees for the output sequences so that other rule-based functions can evaluate

the validity of the syntactic trees; the syntactic validity of the output can be converted

to a binary score that can encourage the model to generate output with valid syntactic

structures. The scoring component that can evaluate the validity of the model’s output

syntax can be e�ective for RL �ne-tuning for machine translation models, as we want

to ensure that the translated sequences are of high quality and have no syntactic errors.

On the other hand, sentiment analysis models, trained from either the existing senti-

ment analysis datasets or data collected from human feedback on the model output in

the same way as Ziegler et al. (2019b) mentioned in Section 5.2, can be used to only

reward output with a particular emotion so that the model can learn to generate texts
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that re�ect the corresponding emotion. For example, a scoring component that can

encourage texts with positive emotions to be generated can be applied to commercial

use of text continuation models in chatbot systems in the domain of custom services.

Additionally, distant reading (Moretti, 2000) elements such as the readability met-

ric or the word length measurement can also be used for scoring components. For

example, automated readability index (Smith and Senter, 1967) which is calculated

using the numbers of characters, words and sentences in the given paragraph and

can roughly re�ect the level of the education required for the reader of the paragraph,

can be used as a scoring component to �ne-tune a pre-trained text summarization

model. By only rewarding the output within a desirable readability range, the scoring

component can tune the model to generate text written in a certain English level

that is suitable for speci�c target audiences. On the other hand, the word length

measurement that measures the number of words in a sentence can also be used as

a scoring component to control the length of the output for the machine translation

task. Particularly, such a scoring component can be set to score the output using a

metric that is dynamic: for example, researchers can come up with a simple algorithm

based on their knowledge about the common ratio of the sentence length between the

source language and the target language, which can dynamically construct a desirable

range of the sentence length for the generated output based on the current input, as

the approach to teach the model about the sentence length ratio between the two

languages, or a form of the brevity penalty to punish the output with undesirably

short lengths.

Likewise, as mentioned in Section 5.2, our molecular optimization task has a goal that

concerns the quantity and diversity of the output which is not common to the NLP

tasks. The aforementioned NLP-related potential future work might have to change

our framework into a version that can save a �ne-tuned model for further evaluation.

However, in the scenario of low resource language neural machine translation, we

can potentially remain the use of our RL framework to generate extra man-made data

for both source and target languages, by using our diversity �lter to encourage the

pre-existing machine translation models between the two languages to generate all

possible translations based on a single input sentence. Ideally, with our RL framework

design that uses the prior model to anchor the �ne-tuned model, translations that are

semantically or syntactically similar to the top candidate of the prior model will be

discovered. Note that, since the prior models are trained with low resource languages,

researches should also consider a set of carefully crafted scoring components to en-

sure the quality of the output generated using our RL framework; for example, the

aforementioned scoring components that evaluate the output’s syntactic validity or

word length can be utilized to ensure certain linguistic properties exist in the output.

As the result, the extra data generated from the �ne-tuning process can possibly be

combined with the pre-existing data for the training of a new machine translation

model that can potentially perform better.
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A. SMILES

A.1. Tokens

Below are all the tokens involved in constructing of SMILES sequences in our experi-

ment.

• Padding, Start, End: ’*’, ’^’, ’$’

• Bonds: ’#’, ’-’, ’=’

• Branch: ’(’, ’)’

• Breaking points of rings: ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’4’, ’5’, ’6’, ’7’, ’8’

• Atoms: ’[N+]’, ’[NH+]’, ’[O-]’, ’[O]’, ’[S-]’, ’[SH]’, ’[n+]’, ’[nH]’

• Atoms in the organic set: ’Br’, ’C’, ’Cl’, ’F’, ’I’, ’N’, ’O’, ’S’

• Aromatic atoms: ’c’, ’n’, ’o’, ’s’

A.2. Construction

To construct a SMILES string for a molecule, depth-�rst tree traversal algorithm is

performed on the chemical graph of the corresponding molecule (Weininger, 1988). For

every symbol encountered in the traversal, a corresponding SMILES token is generated.

Note that hydrogen atoms are ignored for the generation of SMILES, and that the ring

structures of a molecule are �rst broken into a spanning tree before the traversal. To

mark a ring structure from its spanning tree, a numeric token is given to represent

the breaking point. Additionally, parentheses are used for branches in the molecule

structures. Note that for atoms that are not aromatic and in organic set, they should

be put in square brackets speci�ed with their charges and their attached hydrogen

cannot be ignored. Figure A.1 shows how a chemical graph of a molecule is converted

into a SMILES sequence.

Although SMILES is an e�ective way to represent molecules into sequential data,

Figure A.1.: An illustration of a SMILES string being constructed based on its corresponding

molecule’s chemical graph. The colors are used for highlighting the corresponding

points.
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based on the starting point of the traversal algorithm, the broken points of the rings

and the order of branches being encountered by the algorithm, there can be many

ways to represent a single molecule as SMILES sequences. To remove the potential

impact of such phenomenon to our model, all the molecules from our training data

are canonicalized using RDkit package (Landrum, 2020) to ensure that there is only

one unique SMILES representation for each molecule.

A.3. Tokenization

The tokenization of SMILES sequences can be done in a very straight forward manner

as most of the tokens are made up of a single character. We uses the approache of

J. He et al. (2021), where the process starts from recognizing square brackets and

considering each bracket with their corresponding inner strings as tokens. Second, the

elements with more than one character are also tokenized, namely "Br" and "Cl" tokens.

Lastly, the rest of the sequence can be easily tokenized through the character-based

tokenization.
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B. Property Constraint Tokens

Below are all the property change/property constraint tokens that can be concatenated

to the source molecule SMILES to construct the input of our Transformer model.

Note that these property change tokens do not require tokenization as they exist

independently to the corresponding molecular SMILES string in our dataset; in fact,

our program generates property tokens on spot for the input molecules based on their

property constraints in the dataset.

• Discrete logD Ranges: ’(-0.1, 0.1]’, ’(0.1, 0.3]’, ’(0.3, 0.5]’, ’(0.5, 0.7]’, ’(0.7, 0.9]’,

’(0.9, 1.1]’, ’(1.1, 1.3]’, ’(1.3, 1.5]’, ’(1.5, 1.7]’, ’(1.7, 1.9]’, ’(1.9, 2.1]’, ’(2.1, 2.3]’, ’(2.3,

2.5]’, ’(2.5, 2.7]’, ’(2.7, 2.9]’, ’(2.9, 3.1]’, ’(3.1, 3.3]’, ’(3.3, 3.5]’, ’(3.5, 3.7]’, ’(3.7, 3.9]’,

’(3.9, 4.1]’, ’(4.1, 4.3]’, ’(4.3, 4.5]’, ’(4.5, 4.7]’, ’(4.7, 4.9]’, ’(4.9, 5.1]’, ’(5.1, 5.3]’, ’(5.3,

5.5]’, ’(5.5, 5.7]’, ’(5.7, 5.9]’, ’(5.9, inf]’, ’(-0.3, -0.1]’, ’(-0.5, -0.3]’, ’(-0.7, -0.5]’, ’(-0.9,

-0.7]’, ’(-1.1, -0.9]’, ’(-1.3, -1.1]’, ’(-1.5, -1.3]’, ’(-1.7, -1.5]’, ’(-1.9, -1.7]’, ’(-2.1, -1.9]’,

’(-2.3, -2.1]’, ’(-2.5, -2.3]’, ’(-2.7, -2.5]’, ’(-2.9, -2.7]’, ’(-3.1, -2.9]’, ’(-3.3, -3.1]’, ’(-3.5,

-3.3]’, ’(-3.7, -3.5]’, ’(-3.9, -3.7]’, ’(-4.1, -3.9]’, ’(-4.3, -4.1]’, ’(-4.5, -4.3]’, ’(-4.7, -4.5]’,

’(-4.9, -4.7]’, ’(-5.1, -4.9]’, ’(-5.3, -5.1]’, ’(-5.5, -5.3]’, ’(-5.7, -5.5]’, ’(-inf, -5.7]’

• Solubility Changes: ”Solubility_low->high’, ’Solubility_high->low’, ’Solubil-

ity_no_change’

• Clint (Clearance) Changes: ’Clint_low->high’, ’Clint_high->low’, ’Clint_no_change’
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C. Additional Figures

Figure C.1.: The full version of Figure 4.9 based on the cumulative molecule variation.

Figure C.2.: The full version of Figure 4.10 based on the cumulative output that fit to Desirable

& MMP33.
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